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Wed, Sep 7, 6–8pm
exhibition Reception

Alison Knowles’s computerized poem of 1967, 
The House of Dust, her subsequent built struc-
tures of the same name, and the many works 
it generated are the focus of this presentation. 
documentation of Knowles’s poem and built 
structures, discussions, publications, and per-
formances are presented in dialogue with other 
artworks from the period—predominantly by 
Knowles and other Fluxus artists—exploring 
the nexus of art, technology and architecture 
in ways that resonate with The House of Dust. 
in addition, her prescient yet under-recognized 
project has been an inspiration for contempo-
rary artists’ and architects’ responsive artworks 
and spatial interpretations included in the 
exhibition. 

Knowles’s The House of Dust is among the 
earliest computerized poems, consisting of the 
phrase “a house of” followed by a randomized 
sequence of 1) a material, 2) a site or situation, 
a light source, and 3) a category of inhabitants 
taken from four distinct lists. in 1968, the com-
puter-generated poem was translated into 
a physical structure when Knowles received 
a guggenheim fellowship to build a house in 
chelsea, new york. Alison Knowles invited the 
artist max neuhaus to create a sound piece in 
one of the structures. she also invited the public 
and groups of kids to interact with the houses. 
this architecture was later destroyed, restored 
and moved to cal Arts burbank, california, 
where Knowles was invited to teach in 1970-72. 
she  enjoyed teaching her classes in the house 
and invited artists to interact with its open 
structure by creating new works.

reactivating the pedagogical model proposed 
by The House of Dust (and by Fluxus with which 
Knowles was associated), this project at the 
James is the outcome of collaboration between 
artists and scholars in disciplines including art, 
architecture, poetry, literature, music, theatre, 
and performance. over the fall semester, reacti-
vations of Knowles’ workshops will engage stu-
dents in social practice Queens at Queens college 
and in Architecture at city college as part of their 
curricula. the exhibition publication includes 
texts by ph.d. students in english, Art history, 
and theatre at the graduate center connecting 
their research interests on this project to their 
dissertation topics. this project raise many ques-
tions regarding translation in the arts, the first 
topic of Art by translation, the new international 
research program in art and curatorial practices.

co-sponsored by Art by translation, the French 
ministry of culture and the French institute, 
ph.d. program in Art history, ph.d. program 
in english, and ph.d. program in theatre, 
the graduate center, cuny.
All eventS tAke plAce in the JAmeS GAlleRy 
except When noted otheRWiSe.

FRi, Sep 9, 6:30pm
pAnel

House of Dust: A poem in process 
—
hAnnAh hiGGinS, ARt And ARt hiStoRy, 
the UniveRSity oF illinoiS At chicAGo; 
nicole WoodS, ARt hiStoRy, UniveRSity oF 
cAliFoRniA, loS AnGeleS.
—
SkyliGht Room 9100.

six years after the founding of Fluxus—in 
which, as the only woman, she played a pionee-
ring role—Knowles teamed up with composer 
and bell labs innovator James tenney to create 
an “application” of Fluxus’ post-cagean mobi-
lization of language. boundlessly generating 
permutations, deriving from the artist’s original 
“score,” this sprocket-holed ribbon of Fortran 
results, landed amid the rise of conceptual Art, 

institutional critique, etc. — as crucially relevant 
but yet to be grasped. Art historians hannah 
higgins and nicole Woods will discuss The House 
of Dust as a “poem in process”, both open and 
generative, with particular attention to its poli-
tical resonances and to issues of participation, 
experience and embodiment.

 
Wed, Sep 14, 6:30pm

lectURe
 

is it Alive, is it reAl?
—
SoyoUnG yoon, ARt hiStoRy And viSUAl 
StUdieS, eUGene lAnG colleGe oF libeRAl 
ARtS, the neW School. intRodUction: 
kAeGAn SpARkS, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in ARt 
hiStoRy, the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny.

What is a “productive body”? how does the 
category of the productive body—or the unpro-
ductive body, the obstinate body—change our 
approach to questions of subjectivity, identity, 
and corporeality? in this talk, soyoung yoon 
critiques a newfound fetish for the activity or 
“liveness” of the human body in relation to 
choreographer yvonne rainer’s most recent 
performance, The Concept of Dust, or How do you 
look when there’s nothing left to move? (2014/5). 
As rainer questions the practices by which the 
work of a performer is measured and valued, 
yoon asks: What of the invisibility of the perfor-
mer’s work, in relation to the hyper-visibility of 
the performer’s body? this evening will investi-
gate current concerns in the practice of yvonne 
rainer, a pioneering woman of the downtown 
scene along with Alison Knowles in the 1960s, 
1970s and continuing today.

 
co-sponsored by the social choreography 
mellon seminar in public engagement and 
collaborative research in the humanities and 
ph.d. program in Art history, the graduate 
center, cuny.

thU, Sep 15, 6:30pm
conveRSAtion

from House of Dust to Antitrust
— 
lUcy hUnteR, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in 
hiStoRy oF ARt, yAle UniveRSity; 
iAn WAllAce, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in ARt 
hiStoRy, the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny.

Although the mid-1960s saw the 
peak of artist-engineer activity at bell 
laboratories — the research and development 
center that employed James tenney and facili-
tated the production of Alison Knowles’ House 
of Dust — the labs’ slow decline was already, if 
imperceptibly, under way. bell labs supplied 
research for At&t, the telephone corporation 
and regulated monopoly protected by federal 
legislation, whose immense size and largesse 
enabled the experimental environment where 
The House of Dust and other artist projects thri-
ved. ironically, bell labs’ ethos of freedom and 
minimal oversight also motivated the chicago 
school economists who rallied for the breakup 
of the bell system in 1984 as part of a broa-
der platform of deregulation and free-market 
competition. 

ian Wallace will focus on the edition of house 
of dust published by Walther König in 1968, 
to situate the poem between early computer-
generated and computer-emulative art and 
the techno-utopian fantasies of expanded 
authorship and aesthetic experience that 
they accompanied. lucy hunter will discuss 
bell labs’ artist collaborations through the 
lens of its corporate history, focusing on the 
cultural and economic shifts informing the bell 
breakup, and the neoliberal turn it indelibly 
confirmed. 

 
co-sponsored by ph.d. program in Art history, 
the graduate center, cuny.

tUe, Sep 20, 6:30pm
WoRkShop

 
experimentAl peDAgogy AnD gAmes on tHe 
(pAcific) coAsts
—
liz donAto, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in ARt 
hiStoRy, the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny; Felipe 
mUJicA, ARtiSt; hAllie Scott, the ph.d. 
pRoGRAm in ARt hiStoRy, the GRAdUAte 
centeR, cUny; JohAnnA UnzUetA, ARtiSt.

in 1970, when Alison Knowles moved to 
Valencia, california to teach at california institute 
of the Arts, she transported The House of Dust 
to the school. once installed on campus, the 
architectural sculpture became an alternative 
classroom and site for experimental pedagogical 
practice. the activities in and surrounding The 
House of Dust serve as a departure point for this 
conversation that examines experimental art and 
architectural pedagogies of the 1960s and 1970s 
that emphasized process, chance, indeterminacy, 
and the ludic over the production of discrete art 
objects from a comparative geographic perspec-
tive. how did the experimental pedagogies of the 
1960’s and 70’s reflect broader social/technolo-
gical shifts? how can the game, score, etc. chal-
lenge conventional teaching and learning? What 
is the continuing relevance of these pedagogies 
to contemporary artistic and pedagogical prac-
tice? Join ph.d. candidates in Art history, hallie 
scott, who will provide an overview of experi-
mental pedagogies in the southern california 
context, and liz donato who will introduce 
the south American perspective. Artists Felipe 
mujica and Johanna unzueta will discuss their 
publication and exhibitions related to research 
on the understudied archive of chilean architect 
manuel casanueva (1946–2014) of the school of 
Valparaíso.

 
co-sponsored by ph.d. program in Art history, 
the graduate center, cuny.

b y  a l i s o n  k n o w l e s

alisOn KnOwles and ay-O, ChlOë bass, Keren benbenisTy, Jérémie bennequin, GeOrGe breChT, huGO bréGeau, marCel brOOdThaers, 
JOhn CaGe, aleJandrO CesarCO, JaGna CiuChTa, COnsTanT, yOna Friedman, marK GeFFriaud, beaTriCe GibsOn, euGen GOmrinGer,  
dan Graham, JeFF Guess, GeOFFrey hendriCKs, diCK hiGGins, TOshi iChiyanaGi, nOrman C. Kaplan, allan KaprOw, FrederiCK Kiesler, 
niChOlas KniGhT, KaTarzyna KraKOwiaK, miKKO KuOrinKi, TheO luTz, sTephane mallarmé, alan miChelsOn, yOKO OnO, nam June paiK, 
Jenny perlin, nina saFainia, CarOlee sChneemann, mieKO shiOmi, James Tenney, srdJan JOvanOviC weiss, emmeTT williams.
—
CuraTOrs: KaTherine Carl, maud JaCquin and sébasTien pluOT

play sculptures and public Art — Fig. 1  The House of Dust at penn south oct. 1969, Chelsea Clinton News, page 3, oct. 23, 1969 



Wed, Sep 21, 6:30pm
peRFoRmAnce

gAtHer tHe House ArounD tHe tAble
—
chloë bASS, ARtiSt.

chloë bass’ artwork spans visual art, perfor-
mance, and writing practices. growing out of 
conceptualism and Fluxus, bass’ keen attention 
to social processes in public space, which largely 
go unnoticed, bring pointed visual meaning to 
these movements in the contemporary social 
context. For The House of Dust, bass has pro-
duced a line of domestic materials that she will 
use to interact with the exhibition and its unfol-
ding series of discursive programs, sometimes in 
plain sight, and sometimes nearly imperceptibly. 
For Gather the house around the table, visitors will 
be invited to take their place in the family, using 
her objects to enact everyday poetry and share 
a meal.

co-sponsored by social practice Queens, 
Queens college, cuny.

thU, Sep 22, 6:30pm
ReAdinG

A House of sounD AnD sense
—
miyA mASAokA, ARtiSt; AdA SmAilbeGovic, 
enGliSh, bRoWn UniveRSity.

sound artist miya masaoka and poet Ada 
smailbegović will share performances of sound 
scores they have made in response to the origi-
nal computer printout of Knowles’ The House of 
Dust. An accompanying limited-edition publica-
tion of the sound scores will be available at the 
event. Join us for an evening that builds on their 
wide-ranging processes that engage improvisa-
tion as well as material and bodily responses to 
sound and movement.
 
co-sponsored by ph.d. program in english, the 
graduate center, cuny.

Wed, Sep 28, 6:30pm
peRFoRmAnce And conveRSAtion

stAging tHe cleAn House of Dust 
—
neW yoRk neo-FUtURiStS, ARtiStS; beSS 
RoWen, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in theAtRe, 
the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny.

What are the words that build houses on 
stage? What does the idea of a house mean to 
us as a symbol or a literal component of art 
and performance? Join scholar bess rowen 
as she speaks about the stage directions that 
build houses on stage and then challenge our 
conceptions of those structures and symbols. 
continuing and building upon the exploration 
of words staging houses, Ashley brockington, 
cara Francis, and Kyra sims, members of the 
new york neo-Futurists, will present a special 
interpretation of some of The House of Dust’s 
text. based on their artistic tenets in the vein 
of Futurism—short form, original pieces, per-
formed by the performers as themselves—the 
neos will surely make us all think about this text 
in a new and exciting way.
 
co-sponsored by ph.d. program in theatre and 
the social choreography mellon seminar in 
public engagement and collaborative research 
in the humanities, the graduate center, cuny.

thU, Sep 29, 6:30pm
ReAdinG

 
Dwelling, DislocAtion AnD tHe DigitAl
—
meenA AlexAndeR, enGliSh, the GRAdUAte 
centeR, cUny; dAiSy AtteRbURy, the 
ph.d. pRoGRAm in enGliSh, the GRAdUAte 
centeR, cUny; iRiS cUShinG, the ph.d. 
pRoGRAm in enGliSh, the GRAdUAte 
centeR, cUny; dAvid JoSelit, ARt hiStoRy, 
the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny.

how does a gathering of people within a 
house of poetry provide new insights on migra-
tion, belonging, and culture beyond currently-
held notions of sovereignty? Alison Knowles’ 
The House of Dust computer-generated poem of 
1967 and subsequent architectural structures in 
new york and california in the early 1970s, have 
inspired artworks, gifts, sound environments, 
poetry, and performances in the late 60s and 
today. For this evening, poet and scholar meena 
Alexander will read her new work written in 
response to The House of Dust that continues 
her investigations of migrant memory, dwelling 
and dislocation. she will be joined by art critic, 
historian, and curator david Joselit, who will dis-
cuss his interests in the globalized and digitized 

conditions of art in the 21st century. Join this 
evening of reading and conversation moderated 
by daisy Atterbury and iris cushing. 
 
co-sponsored by the committee on 
globalization and social change, and the 
ph.d. programs in english and Art history, the 
graduate center, cuny.

Wed, oct 5, 6:30pm
WoRkShop

writing cuny tHrougH gAmes
—
colette dAiUte, pSycholoGy; 
philip kReniSke, ph.d. in developmentAl 
pSycholoGy; JeSSicA mURRAy, the 
ph.d. pRoGRAm in pSycholoGy; lUke 
WAltzeR, teAchinG And leARninG centeR, 
the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny. 

Writing cuny is an initiative of faculty and stu-
dents in the humanities and social sciences to 
nurture an interactive public voice by exploring 
design and uses of the academic blog genre across 
the community colleges. Faculty and students 
from this emerging blog collective demonstrate 
playful and serious uses of blog writing to deve-
lop affiliations, debates, and new knowledge. A 
few vivid examples also show how this emerging 
public inside a large university system can coun-
ter external public voices—like those in the media 
and scholarship—that have depicted the commu-
nity college in negative and sensational terms. 
this evening will be a discussion and hands-on 
blogging workshop to examine our learning envi-
ronments, develop strategies for critical and crea-
tive uses of digital blog technologies, and design 
new methods to address the challenges and goals 
for community colleges today.

 
co-sponsored by the narrating change mellon 
seminar in public engagement and collaborative 
research in the humanities; the stella and 
charles guttman community college, cuny; 
ph.d. program in psychology, and the Futures 
initiative, teaching and learning center, 
the graduate center, cuny.

Wed, oct 6, 6:30pm
lectURe

tHe force of smAll gestures: D. n. 
roDowick’s recent viDeos
—
Amy heRzoG, Film StUdieS And theAtRe, 
the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny; d. n. 
RodoWick, hUmAnitieS, UniveRSity oF 
chicAGo.

Known primarily for his work in philosophy and 
the visual arts, d. n. rodowick is also an accom-
plished experimental filmmaker, video artist, 
and curator. deeply influenced by filmmakers 
such as ernie gehr, hollis Frampton, and michael 
snow, as well as minimalist composers like steve 
reich and terry riley, rodowick’s moving image 
works are primarily concerned with process and 
performance in ways that explore fluid relations 
between stillness and movement, figuration and 
abstraction. many of the works are produced by 
setting into movement series of formal parame-
ters and then letting them play themselves out 
(almost) automatically in relation to randomi-
zing elements. Although conceptual in nature, 
rodowick’s moving image work embraces affect 
through its hypnotic rhythms and a haunting, 
painterly beauty.
 
co-sponsored by the Film studies certificate 
program, and the mediating the Archive mellon 
seminar in public engagement and collaborative 
research in the humanities, the  graduate 
center, cuny. 

thU, oct 13, 6:30pm
lectUReS And conveRSAtion

tomorrow, life will be HouseD in poetry 
—
tom mcdonoUGh, compARAtive 
liteRAtURe, binGhAmton UniveRSity, 
SUny; Anthony vidleR, ARchitectURe, 
the coopeR Union; SRdJAn JovAnovic 
WeiSS, ARchitectURe, the city colleGe oF 
neW yoRk, cUny.

is an algorithm an author? looking back at 
the algorithmic underpinnings of the poem 
The House of Dust insists on a reassessment of 
mathematics, technology, and calculation in art 
and architecture. the evening’s conversation 
of utopias, urban mapping, and calculation will 
examine an array of interpretations by artists 
and architects of modernist ideals of mathema-
tical rules which were promoted by le corbusier 
and others, the use of cybernetics, and on the 
other hand, the critique of functionalism and 
standardization in the 1960’s.

FRi, oct 14, 1–6pm
conFeRence

 
scAles of visibility in globAl 
inDigenous Art
—
chRiS GReen, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in ARt 
hiStoRy, the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny; 
JoSeph henRy, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in ARt 
hiStoRy, the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny; 
cAndice hopkinS, docUmentA 14; JAmeS 
lUnA, ARtiSt; FRed myeRS, AnthRopoloGy, 
neW yoRk UniveRSity; WAndA nAnibUSh, 
ARt GAlleRy oF ontARio; Jolene RickARd, 
ARt hiStoRy, coRnell UniveRSity; iAn 
WAllAce, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in ARt 
hiStoRy, the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny; 
And otheRS.
—
the mARtin e. SeGAl theAtRe centeR.

how do the practices of indigenous artists 
operate within the globalized platform of 
contemporary art? how might art practice and 
art history address encounters between heri-
tage, commodification, and difference as they 
take root in the careers of indigenous artists 
working today? positing indigenous art as an 
increasingly prominent area in which issues of 
race, difference, and post-colonial critique are 
contested and made visible, the symposium 
brings together scholars, artists, and curators 
to examine the workings of indigenous art on 
multiple levels, including opposition with the 
national, contact with the international, and 
solidarity with the global indigenous. 

the conference is presented in conjunction 
with the Vera list center’s Indigenous New York, 
Curatorially Speaking on sat, oct 15, at the new 
school.

co-sponsored by ph.d. program in Art history; 
the rewald endowment of the ph.d. program 
in Art history; the social choreography mellon 
seminar in public engagement and collaborative 
research in the humanities; and the Vera list 
center for Art and politics at the new school for 
social research.

FRi oct 14, 6:30pm
peRFoRmAnce

flow
—
mARiA hUpField, ARtiSt.

this 15-minute performance in three 
parts — Felt brick shoes, red, White and red, 
and going up — focuses on the orchestration 
of social choreography both in and outside 
the gallery through the everyday sensibility of 
being human as practiced by Alison Knowles. 
processes of walking, movement and perfor-
ming rituals with natural materials are all part 
of Knowles’s practice. this performance in 
the James gallery is held in conjunction with 
the scales of Visibility in global indigenous Art 
conference. 

cosponsored by ph.d. program in theatre, 
the graduate center, cuny.

FRi, oct 14, 7:30pm
peRFoRmAnceS

entropic scores
—
hUGo bReGeAU, ARtiSt; JeFF GUeSS, ARtiSt.
—
elebASh RecitAl hAll.

contemporary economy is both predicted 
and produced by algorithmic systems that have 
become auto-generative, incomprehensible, 
and uncontrollable. by translating the evolu-
tion of the nAsdAc into a score performed by a 
mechanical piano, hugo bregeau gives tangible 
expression to the evacuation of the human 
from economic processes at the same time 
as he would have us listen to the instability, 
increased vulnerability and crisis of finance 
today. 

Jeff guess’ performance Ekphrastic Objects, 
presents the discussion between Jacques-
mandé daguerre and samuel morse in paris 
in 1839 of their now acclaimed analogical and 
proto-digital inventions. in this allegorical demo 
each of their utterances is visualised by a com-
puter program which introduces an entropy into 
the their verbal exchange affecting their conver-
sation about realist description, translation, 
verbal representation of visual forms (ekphra-
sis), and the relationship between ‘natural’ and 
formal languages. 

cosponsored by ph.d. program in theatre, 
the graduate center, cuny.

tUe, oct 18, 6:30pm
peRFoRmAnce And ScReeninG

on twiligHt Arc, crippleD symmetries 
And performAnce for A ricH mAn
—
Jenny peRlin, ARtiSt, And FilmS by 
beAtRice GibSon.

First on this evening’s double bill, Jenny perlin 
will perform On Twilight Arc, an excursion into the 
early days of film and the many fantastic precursors 
to the color and sound of the technology we know 
today. beatrice gibson also reflects on the lan-
guage of music and film in her Crippled Symmetries 
and Performance for a Rich Man both of which take 
William gaddis’ JR as a point of departure. Solo for a 
Rich Man takes place at a playground in shoreditch 
contemporary london and includes music by 
Fluxus artist george maciunas and mieko shiomi’s 
Disappearing Music for Face.

Wed, oct 19, 6:30pm
conveRSAtion

cleAning up new york city 
in tHe 1960s AnD 1970s
—
AlekSei GRinenko, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in 
theAtRe, the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny; GilliAn 
Sneed, the ph.d. pRoGRAm in ARt hiStoRy, 
the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny; elizAbeth l. 
WollmAn, mUSic, bARUch colleGe, cUny.

how do private and public responses to what 
is perceived as filthy shape the geography of 
urban living? how do social and institutional 
solutions designed to address and manage 
the “problem” of filth interface with the city’s 
artistic capacity and production? responding 
to these questions, elizabeth Wollman will 
consider the cultural implications of obscenity 
laws for experimental and mainstream sites 
of performance during the period; Aleksei 
grinenko will read trash and “mental illness” 
on broadway stages in dialogue with the reali-
ties of the city streets; and gillian sneed will 
discuss local community resistance to the first 
iteration of Alison Knowles’ The House of Dust 
in chelsea for its challenge to tidy aesthetic 
norms. Join us for a discussion of cultural 
encounters with material and metaphori-
cal manifestations of filth and sanitation in 
1960’s-70’s new york city.
 
co-sponsored by ph.d. programs in Art history 
and theatre, the graduate center, cuny.

Wed, oct 26, 6:30pm 
lectURe

flux-Homes for AmericA: ArcHitecture, 
publicAtion, intermeDiA
—
colby chAmbeRlAin, ph.d., ARt hiStoRy 
And ARchAeoloGy, colUmbiA UniveRSity. 
intRodUction: RAchel vAlinSky, the ph.d. 
pRoGRAm in ARt hiStoRy, the GRAdUAte 
centeR, cUny.

From quatrains to construction, publication to 
prefabrication, Fluxkits to Fluxhouse cooperatives: 
the work of george maciunas, Alison Knowles, and 
other artists associated with Fluxus repeatedly 
established an equivalence between the printed 
page and the architectural edifice. in same period, 
architectural discourse was exploited by artists 
seeking to site their work in magazine spreads. this 
talk will uncover the role of architectural thought 
in transforming the terms of artists’ publishing. 
 
co-sponsored by ph.d. program in Art history, 
the graduate center, cuny.

thU, oct 27, 6:30pm
lectURe

House of Dust: AgAinst tHe grAin of 
tecHnology
—
zAbet pAtteRSon, ARt And diGitAl mediA, 
Stony bRook UniveRSity, neW yoRk; 
JUliA RobinSon, ARt hiStoRy, neW yoRk 
UniveRSity. 

Artists of the 1960’s employed chance, techno-
logy, and social interaction to create “composi-
tions” that crossed the disciplines of music, poetry, 
visual art, and dance. As the decade progressed, 
the initial impulses and experiments coalesced 
as Fluxus, minimalism, and conceptual Art. A key 
question of this discussion will be whether it is still 
productive, even viable to maintain these divisions 
on the basis of “art movements.” Art historians 
Zabet patterson and Julia robinson will discuss 
Fluxus practice with particular attention to the 
tensions of chance operations and technology and 
consider what the legacy of this movement is today, 
particularly for art’s relationship to technology. 



texts by cuny phd students on the house of dust 
and related topics

Walking while writing poetry, composing phrases to be assem-
bled randomly, making a structure for playing in public space, 
gathering with students in a hand-adorned house, moving through 
a human-scale book are all creative acts that Alison Knowles is 
more or less known for. some are her inhabitations of The House 
of Dust, the artwork materialized as a computer-generated poem 
and an architectural structure. Knowles’s processes are often 
dispersed among different artistic mediums, they incessantly 
unfold over time, and can be experienced as exchanges or even 
gifts. today there is a rising interest in the varied approaches of 
artists who work across mediums and over long periods of time. 
Knowles’s expansive mode charted these paths that can now be 
seen in artists of a next generation. the exhibition comprises 
archival materials and artworks by Alison Knowles, work by 
contemporary artists, as well as interpretive texts and programs 
that all explore the threads laid out in The House of Dust. 

“the house of dust by Alison Knowles,” as part of Art in 
translation, explores Knowles’s translations across processes 
of performance, drawing, writing and architecture working with 
structures of language, computation, and building. much of this is 
done through propositions and inhabitation. physical interaction 
with books, maquettes, poetry writing, gatherings, and games run 
throughout the exhibition and related programs. the exhibition 
also presents contemporary artworks that draw on Knowles’s 
thinking and processes, specifically working with translation of 
materials and languages. 

this journal and public programs taking place in the gallery 
during the exhibition are part of a constellation of reactivations of 
Knowles’s pedagogical approaches through The House of Dust. We 
have taken this up at the graduate center through a self-organi-
zed initiative over the past year with ph.d. students in Art history, 
theatre, and english to gather research, write texts, and create 
public programs for the exhibition. during the fall 2016 semester, 
two classes based at Queens college and city college, cuny, will 
be taught in conjunction with the exhibition.

A few blocks away in chelsea in 1968, Knowles envisioned the 
built structure of The House of Dust to be used by children for play 
and adorned by artwork from a neighboring school. this did not 
come to pass. gillian sneed details Knowles’s unrealized aspi-
rations and the urban situation of The House of Dust in her text. 
When the structure was relocated at calArts, she gathered with 
her students in the structure out in the field, which she preferred 
to the formal architecture of the art school. hallie scott takes up 
the contradictions between the style of architecture of calArts and 
its purportedly experimental curriculum, presenting The House of 
Dust and its use on campus as a potent foil to the school’s ideolo-
gical use of architecture. 

An early example of computer-generated poetry, The House of 
Dust builds on the early and mid 20th-century history of expe-
riments in computation and computer language as well as the 
legacy of chance operations from dada to duchamp and cage. 
debra lennard provides a research chronology of the precedents 
for such artwork in the fields of both art and computing. ian 
Wallace examines the art historical context for this moment in the 
1960s when artists and programmers collaborated in experimen-
tations with computer technology. iris cushing looks at The House 
of Dust through the lens of poetics and the importance of women’s 
work with language and computing.

the exhibition at the James gallery of the graduate center, 
cuny, provides an opportunity to experience Alison Knowles’s 
The House of Dust in a variety of formats. Following are texts by 
ph.d. students at the graduate center, cuny, that unfurl many of 
these avenues that Alison Knowles has proposed in her prescient 
artwork.

katherine carl

Stop Making SenSe: 
HouSe of DuSt anD tHe aeStHeticS 
of tecHno-utopianiSM

ian Wallace

The House of Dust landed on Walther König’s doorstep as a three-
foot-high stack of accordion-folded computer stationery. the 
document—a poem written in FortrAn iV code that produced an 
endless, randomized sequence of permutational quatrains—was 
the product of a workshop led by the engineer James tenney in 
the artist Alison Knowles’s manhattan apartment in 1967. König 
published the poem as a limited edition the following year. At 
the time, according to König’s recollection, the only computer in 
germany that could translate tenney’s code into printed text was 
owned by the siemens corporation, who, with König’s assurances of 
the project’s historical importance, generously agreed to print it for 
free.1 to make the edition, König divided the original stack of prin-
touts into sets of a dozen pages each and packaged them in clear 
plastic portfolios stamped with a red label that credits all three 
authors—tenney, Knowles, and the siemens system 4004—equally. 

like the plastic portfolio The House of Dust was packaged in, 
the poem itself is synthetic. it consists of a repeatable quatrain 
containing four basic elements selected from a predetermined list 
of seventy possibilities—a structural material (tin, wood, brick, 
etc.), a place (Japan, somewhere hot, underwater), a light source 
(candle, natural, electric), and inhabitants (very tall people, vege-
tarians, people who sleep late)—that can be combined in any per-
mutation, producing a total of 41,800 possible combinations. each 
printed page holds eleven quatrains; 3,800 pages could theoreti-
cally be printed before any given combination of elements would 
repeat. this is an early, technologically-enhanced version of the 
kinds of compositional systems that Knowles, an active partici-
pant in new york Fluxus, would revisit in later works; for instance, 
Proposition IV (Squid) (1972), which called for a performer to enact 
a set of object-based actions as determined by selections made 
from ‘quadrants’ of elements, colors, and compass directions.2 
however, whereas the later work’s end result is determined by 
its participants, who must decide how to interpret the score, the 
magic of The House of Dust, as König later described it, is that the 
poem on its own “never stops making sense.”3

The House of Dust reflects a conflict that played out in the rela-
tionship between art and technology in the u.s. in the mid-1960s. 
on one hand, the computer was imagined to provide aesthetic 
liberation to the human artist, offering an escape route out of 
modernism’s debates over the various tautologies of medium 
and form. this optimistic belief in the emancipatory potential of 
technology meant that computer systems might serve as a model 
for broader cultural activities, even in the absence of technology’s 
actual use; thus the widespread artistic interest in systems theory, 
cybernetics, and computer-emulative practices in the postwar 
years. it also meant that artists could use computers to surpass 
the previous limitations of human capability. Although permu-
tational poems like The House of Dust had been imagined since 
classical antiquity, never before had it been possible to actually 
carry out a truly endless and entirely random process of textual 
production.4 

on the other hand, the computer was conceived as a creative 
aesthetic force unto itself, capable of surpassing human creative 
potential. As artists began to use computers to create visual art 
the same way that an engineer might have used them to process 
data, an aesthetics of electronic rationality emerged to challenge 
traditional conceptions of artistic skill and aesthetic beauty. 
in this sense, The House of Dust might be conceived as not just 
mechanically carrying out Knowles’s poetic score, but as actually 
synthesizing, in the process, a new kind of authorship, indepen-
dent of either poet or programmer. 

At the risk of generalizing a period of diverse practices, my aim 
here is to provide some basic context for these two fantasies 
about technology’s potential for aesthetic transformation. since 

1. hans ulrich obrist, interview with Walther König, 032c 21 (summer 2011), 190–197, 
http://032c.com/2012/walther-koenig-cologne/.
2. see Alison Knowles, More by Alison Knowles (new york: unpublished editions, 
1976).
3. obrist.
4. see Florien cramer’s online project “per.m]utations” for an interactive index of 
combinatory and permutational poetry dating back to 330 Ad, http://permutations.
pleintekst.nl/index.cgi.

A Chronology of EArly 
DigitAl PoEtiCs

debra lennard

— 1897 —
in may, stéphane mallarmé publishes “un coup de  dés” 
(“A  throw of the dice”) in the journal Cosmopolis. 
experimenting with typographical space and layout, the poem 
forms an artistic antecedent for the disruption of textual space 
and syntax found in computer poetry.
— 1919 — 

Johannes baader, george grosz, and richard huelsenbeck 
sent a telegram from berlin to the italian newspaper Corriere 
della sera in milan, in support of gabriele d’Annunzio’s 
annexation of Fiume: one of earliest telegrams by artists on 
record.
— 1920—

tristan tzara’s “to make a dadaist poem” (a subsection of the 
Dada Manifesto on Feeble and Bitter Love) instructs readers to 
cut up newspaper articles into individual words and make a 
poem by random selection and reorganization.
— 1921 —

in response to tristan tzara’s invitation to participate in the 
dada salon at paris’s galerie montaigne, duchamp sent 
a telegram reading: “pode bAl – duchAmp.” duchamp’s 
telegram played on “peau de balle”: literally “skin of ball,” or 
“balls to you” in vernacular French.
— 1923 —

the poet e. e. cummings begins to incorporate the mechanical 
system of his portable smith-corona typewriter into the visual 
syntax of his poems.
— 1928—

the german experimental filmmaker Walter ruttmann is 
commissioned by berlin radio hour to create works for radio. 
he creates Weekend: an 11-minute collage of words, music 
fragments and sounds, broadcast on June 13, 1930.
— 1933 —

on september 22, pino masnata and F.t. marinetti publish the 
“manifesto futurista della radio,” along with five conceptual 
works for radio in  Gazzetta del Popolo. on november 24, 
Fortunato depero and marinetti make the first Futurist 
transmissions over radio milano.
— 1939 —

John cage composes his first work to use electronic media: 
Imaginary Landscape No. 1, one of five “imaginary landscapes” 
composed between 1939–52. in this composition, dampened 
piano and cymbal were performed along with multiple 
phonographs that played radio corporation of America (rcA) 
pure electronic test-tones. 
— 1948 —

the scientist norbert Weiner coins the term “cybernetics” 
with his study: Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication 
in the Animal and the Machine. Weiner derives the term 
from the greek “kubernetes,”  which  translates directly as 
“steersmanship.”
— 1950 —

computer art is widely acknowledged to begin with ben 
laposky’s oscilloscope images. A mathematician and artist, 
in 1950 laposky became the first person to use an analogue 
computer to create graphic images (though he had previously 
experimented with mathematically-based systems).
— 1950 —

in the october issue of the british quarterly Mind, Alan turing 
publishes his landmark essay, “computing machinery and 
intelligence,” which devotes itself to exploring the question 
“can machines think?”
— 1951 —

John cage composes Imaginary Landscape No. 4, a score 
for 12 radios, each controlled by two performers. using 
conventional notation-notes on a five-line staff, performers 
adjust the radio according to a 2-1-3 rhythmic structure. the 
music of the piece emerges from whatever happens to be on 
the airwaves. to establish values for his variable parameters, 
cage consulted the i ching, an ancient chinese system of 
knowledge, in which prophecy is accessed by aleatory means, 
through casting coins or yarrow-stalks.
— 1956 — 

martin Klein and douglas bolitho of the American technology 
manufacturer burroughs corporation use a datatron 
computer console to automatically compose 4,000 pop songs 
based on 100 pre-existing fragments.
— 1957 —

the programming language FortrAn is first distributed 
publicly, having been developed by a team at ibm led by John 
backus.
— 1959 —

british scientist c. p. snow delivers his rede lecture “the two 
cultures” at cambridge university. Arguing that the gap 
between science and the humanities should be bridged, snow’s 
lecture is regarded as a major step in interdisciplinary thought.
— 1959 —

Working within the stuttgart-based group gathered around 
scientist max bense, german mathematician theo lutz 
produces the first computer-powered text generator, and 
the first work of computer poetry: the “stochastic texts.” 
lutz’s poems are produced with the assistance of a program-
controlled, large computer: the Zuse Z22. From a database 
of sixteen subjects and sixteen titles from Kafka’s novel 
The Castle, lutz’s program randomly generates a sequence of 
numbers, pulls up each of the subjects and titles, and connects 
them using logical constants (such as gender or conjunction) 
to produce syntax.
— 1959 —

beat generation writer William burroughs produces his 
experimental novel Naked Lunch by cutting up and remixing 
previously written material.

Alison Knowles, The House of Dust, 1970.
image courtesy of Alison Knowles and James Fuentes, ny.



the publication in 1989 of benjamin buchloh’s influential essay 
“conceptual Art 1962–1969: From the Aesthetic of Administration 
to the critique of institutions,” there has been a prominent ten-
dency to read art of the postwar period that engages with the 
aesthetics of technological industry as reflecting the greater 
processes of reification; part of the postwar “aesthetics of admi-
nistration,” as buchloh argues, that reflects the subject-effects 
of an always already administrated society.5 The House of Dust, 
positioned between computer-emulative and computer-genera-
ted practices, invites a different understanding of the relationship 
between artist, technologist, and machine; one that ultimately 
hinges specifically on the results of interdisciplinary collaboration, 
rather than art’s appropriation of—or infiltration by—administra-
tive aesthetics.

America’s techno-utopian fantasies stemmed, in part, from a 
willingness to apply technical concepts and terms to essentially 
non-technological practices. For the 1966 exhibition “systemic 
painting” at the solomon r. guggenheim museum, for ins-
tance, which included works by Jo baer, Agnes martin, robert 
ryman, and other minimalist painters, curator lawrence Alloway 
employed the term “systemic”—a reference to biologist ludwig 
von bertalanffy’s “systems theory” first proposed in the 1930s—as 
an analogy to describe formal strategies of geometric abstraction, 
dematerialization, and serialization. none of the exhibited artists 
used technology to make their work; for Alloway, the term “sys-
temic” instead referred to the predetermination of the complete 
painting, as distinct from Abstract expressionism’s emphasis 
on chance, gesture, and accident. Art world interest in systems 
theory was further fueled by the publication in Artforum of Jack 
burnham’s influential essays “systems Aesthetics” (1968) and 
“real time systems” (1969), which described an emerging aesthe-
tics of environmental relationality using language that burnham 
derived from a combination of structuralist theory and norbert 
Wiener’s cybernetics.

the influence of systems thinking extended beyond the u.s. to, 
for example, the u.K.-based systems group of the early 1970’s, 
founded by Jeffrey steele and malcolm hughes, who used mathe-
matical models to produce modular geometric paintings that 
married op art to the aesthetics of engineering diagrams. While 
deriving its terminology and formal qualities from engineering, 
systems aesthetics—or computer-emulative art—was based 
on abstract ideas of sober, analytical clarity while retaining the 
modernist emphases on individual authorship and formal innova-
tion within the bounds of medium specificity; a particular brand 
of geometric abstraction associated with pure rationality, or what 
rosalind Krauss has called a “triumphant cartesianism.”6

on the other hand, artistic practices that were truly computer-
generated were largely criticized for their aesthetic shortcomings. 
in 1965, roughly contemporaneous exhibitions at stuttgart’s 
studengalerie (“generative computergrafik,” February 5–19) and 
new york’s howard Wise gallery (“computer generated pictures,” 
April 6–24) displayed two-dimensional works produced by artists 
using early computer graphics processing technologies. though 
these exhibitions might deserve admiration for their ambitious 
foresight, they were not critical successes: works by A. michael 
noll and bela Julesz in the latter show were decried by one 
critic as “cold and soulless” and compared unfavorably to the 
notch patterns on ibm punchcards.7 in 1968, london’s institute 

5. see benjamin h. d. buchloh, “conceptual Art 1962–1969: From the Aesthetic of 
Administration to the critique of institutions,” October 55 (Winter 1990), 105–143.
6. rosalind Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths 
(cambridge, mass.: the mit press, 1986), 246, cited in Zabet patterson, “From the gun 
controller to the mandala: the cybernetic cinema of John and James Whitney” in 
Systems, ed. edward A. shanken (cambridge, mass.: the mit press, 2015), 81.
7. Quoted in cynthia goodman, Digital Visions: Computers and Art, (new york: Abrams, 
1987), 184.

of contemporary Art hosted the better-received “cybernetic 
serendipity,” which included a hanging mobile that was activated 
by the audience’s presence in the galleries made by the inventor 
and cybernetician gordon pask.8 

perhaps the most successful experiments in computer-gene-
rated art were carried out on the bell laboratories campus in 
holmdel, new Jersey. in the interest of forwarding bell’s mission 
of establishing universal communication, bell labs emphasized 
experimental engineering projects that focused on the electro-
nic synthesis of visual and aural information. its visual research 
department hosted, among others, leon harmon, Ken Knowlton, 
and lillian schwarz, some of the first artists to experiment with 
digital imaging, dot-matrix printing, and computer animation. 
likewise, bell’s audio research department was an early center 
of innovation in speech and music synthesis. bell engineer max 
mathews developed some of the first prototypical electronic ins-
truments; he also famously programmed an ibm 704 to sing “daisy 
bell” to its own accompaniment.

if computer-emulative art like that of the systems group stem-
med from an overgeneralized idea of mechanical rationality, this 
was because engineers were not often actually involved in its 
fabrication; and likewise, if computer-generated art was criticized 
for being cold and soulless, it was because it hewed too closely 
to engineering without an artist’s aesthetic refinement. many of 
the most intriguing and ambitious postwar experiments were 
somewhere in between the two, taking the form of collaborative, 
interdisciplinary projects between the arts and the sciences. to 
explain the prominence of such experimentation in this period, 
Ann collins goodyear has indicated the importance of the 1962 
publications of george Kubler’s The Shape of Time and thomas 
Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolution, both texts that sought 
to describe the diachronic development of cultural forms via 
interdisciplinary investigations based on information theory and 
gestalt theory, respectively.9 equally important to the postwar 
embrace of cultural interdisciplinarity, and more explicitly alig-
ned with technological developments, was marshall mcluhan’s 
Understanding Media of 1964, an exploration of the fundamental 
cultural changes engendered by technological advances in com-
munication and the inextricable link between media technologies 
and forms of cultural expression. these and other texts made 
explicit the interrelationship between technology and cultural 
practices while also pointing to the potential for a culture to reca-
librate its models of production and experience by combining the 
methodologies of previously disparate fields.

Within this context, and with the continually growing availability 
of technologies that had once been limited to the domain of the 
military, arts institutions in the u.s. and abroad began to avidly 
promote collaborations with industries outside art. in 1966 cura-
tor maurice tuchman initiated the los Angeles county museum of 
Art’s Art & technology program to promote exchanges between 
the artistic and corporate spheres, placing both American 
and european artists in short-term residencies in californian 
companies. the following year the massachusetts institute of 
technology’s center for Advanced Visual studies (c.A.V.s), under 
the directorship of györgy Kepes, initiated a fellowship program 
for artists with the mission of facilitating cooperative projects 
that emphasized an expanded understanding of the artist’s social 
role. explicitly anti-market, c.A.V.s. placed special emphasis on 
what Kepes called “monumental scale environmental forms;”10 

8. see shanken, 15.
9. Ann collins goodyear, “györgy Kepes, billy Klüver, and American Art of the 1960s: 
defining Attitudes toward science and technology,” Science in Context 17, no. 4 
(2004), 615.
10. györgy Kepes, massachusetts institute of technology, the center for Advanced 

projects that were meant to benefit not only the creative pursuits 
of individual artists, but also their greater communities. Whereas 
Art & technology and the c.A.V.s. imported artists into preexisting 
corporate structures, experiments in Art and technology (e.A.t.), 
founded by bell labs engineers billy Klüver and Fred Waldhauer 
with artists robert rauschenberg and robert Whitman in 1966, 
engaged experimental technology as well as experimental art, 
establishing connections between individual artists and indivi-
dual engineers based on artists’ proposals that called for specific 
experimental processes and materials. unlike c.A.V.s., e.A.t. 
was non-prescriptive; any artist could use its services for any 
project, whether explicitly commercial, politically subversive, or 
environmental.

The House of Dust was helped along by tenney’s connection 
to bell labs, where he had spent his early career as an associate 
member of the technical staff under the direction of John pierce 
in the Visual and Acoustics research department researching 
speech synthesis with a focus on simulating timbre; his master’s 
thesis, titled “meta/hodos,” had proposed a theory of twentieth-
century music as a register of speech, rather than simply an evo-
lution of musical form.11 like e.A.t.’s billy Klüver, tenney had one 
foot in the tech and engineering world and the other in new york’s 
downtown experimental art scene. heavily influenced by the work 
of John cage, he was a regular participant in the annual Fluxus 
festivals and a founding member of the tone roads ensemble 
with phil corner and malcolm goldstein; he was also married to, 
and collaborated with, the artist carolee schneeman.12

the series of workshops that tenney led in Knowles and dick 
higgins’s chelsea living room (also home to higgins’s something 
else press) in 1967 was intended to introduce the basic program-
ming language FortrAn iV in order to explore the possibility of its 
application to artistic projects. though tenney initially intended 
for every participant—among them nam June paik, max neuhaus, 
and steve reich—to produce a code-based work, Knowles and 
higgins were the only ones to do so. paik, who had already begun 
his experiments with television sets and video tape, did produce 
a work inspired by the workshop, which provides an intriguing 
contrast with The House of Dust: the result is an antique Japanese 
book of woodblock prints over which paik scribbled speech 
bubbles containing fragments of code in red pen. Whereas House 
of Dust put its technological fabrication on display—despite 
the fact that, as König noted, the text itself does not betray the 
poem’s mechanical composition—paik’s piece put the inscrutabi-
lity of computer code in stark contrast with ancient technology. 
on one page, a circle of scholars seated on tatami mats have been 
embellished by paik with the words “core dubugging mAcro;” 
elsewhere, a group of women in kimonos crossing a wooden 
bridge are labeled “tne,” “bss,” “toV,” “tsX,” “tXi.” to the figure 
on the book’s back cover, paik added a speech bubble with the 
letters “sos.”

paik’s woodcut book is, perhaps, prescient in its skepticism 
toward the supposed rationality and universality of computer 
code. likewise, The House of Dust clearly illustrates the limitations 
of the “aesthetics of administration.” though the materials used 
for the 1968 edition published by König were meant to indicate 
high-tech fabrication and industrial neutrality, they have aged 
over the near half-century since they were made, just as the pro-
cess that produced the poem has since been made obsolete by 

Visual studies, introductory brochure on the center (cambridge, mass.: mit, 1968).
11. see douglas Kahn, “James tenney at bell labs” in Mainframe Experimentalism, 
eds. hannah higgins and douglas Kahn (university of california press, 2012), 131–146; 
and James tenney, interview with douglas Kahn, leA 8, no. 11 (november 2000), 
http://www.leonardo.info/leA/tenney2001/tenneyinterview.html.
12. tenney’s work “collage #2” was used as the soundtrack for schneeman’s Viet 
Flakes (1965); he also appeared as a performer in her Meat Joy (1964).

house of pedagogy - fig. 1 Alison Knowles, The House of Dust, 1970, at calArts.
image courtesy of Alison Knowles and James Fuentes, ny.



— 1960 —
the oulipo collective (Ouvroir de Littérature Potentielle) is 
founded by raymond Queneau and François le lionnais. the 
group’s members are concerned with different procedures of 
“computer-aided creation processes.”
— 1960 —

multidisciplinary artist brion gysin writes his first so-called 
permutation poem, “i Am that i Am:” a cyclical, randomized 
representation of the three words contained in that phrase. 
An audio broadcast of the poem, as put through a computer 
by mathematician ian sommerville, is also performed for 
bbc radio as part of the program: “the permutated poems of 
brion gysin.” According to gysin, the show was “broadcast to 
the second lowest rating of audience approval registered by 
their poll of listeners.”
— 1961 —

italian experimental poet nanni balestrini creates Tape Mark 
I with code and punched cards on an ibm 7070. the work 
recombines appropriated texts in italian from three different 
writers: lao tzu (Tao Te Ching), paul goldwin (The Mystery of 
the Elevator), and michihiko hachiya (Hiroshima Diary).
— 1961 —

german computer scientist and aesthetic theorist rul 
gunzenhäuser publishes his first “Weinachtgedicht,” or 
automatic poems.
— 1962 —

the Festum Fluxorum, organized by Fluxus artist george 
maciunas, is held in copenhagen, paris and düsseldorf. Alison 
Knowles participates, as does stan Vanderbeek.
— 1962 — 

the november issue of Time magazine brings one of the first 
examples of computerized poetry to a large audience. the 
issue features a brief notice in the books section titled “the 
pocketa, pocketa school,” introducing “Auto-beatnik” as a 
computer programmed to create poetry. two examples of 
“Autobeatnik” poems are reproduced.
— 1962 — 

the physicist Abraham moles publishes the “First manifesto of 
permutational Art” in german: a seminal programmatic and 
theoretical outline of computational art.
— 1964 — 

in montreal, engineer Jean baudot develops a combinatorial 
program and gathers the texts generated in his book La 
machine à écrire. While the publication was issued as an 
initiative “operated and programmed by” baudot, the author 
photograph on the inside front cover depicts the computer.
— 1964 — 

French computer scientists louis couffignal and Albert 
ducrocq collaborate on an imitation surrealist poem created 
on calliope hardware system, “un doute agréable couleur de 
lotus endormi...”
— 1964 —

the first article to be published on the subject of computer art 
appears in the journal Canadian Art, provocatively titled “the 
electronic computer as an Artist.”
— 1964 —

douglas engelbart invents the first computer mouse.
— 1965 —

Computer-Generated Pictures takes place at the howard Wise 
gallery in new york in April, featuring work by bela Julesz and 
A. michael noll: the first exhibition of computer art to be held 
in the united states.
— 1965 —

in one of the earliest experiments in computer poetry to take 
place in the united states, the poet emmett Williams uses 
an ibm 1070 to identify the 101 most frequently used words 
in dante’s Divine Comedy, and uses these to create a series of 
computer poems.
— 1966 —

between october 13 and 23, the large, empty sixty-ninth 
regiment Armory in new york hosts Nine Evenings: Theater and 
Engineering: a series of nine performances organized by billy 
Klüver of bell labs together with robert rauschenberg. the idea 
behind the initiative is that engineers collaborate with artists 
on each project, as equal partners in the creative process. “the 
objectives of the 9 Evenings,” Klüver writes in the catalogue, “will 
be continued by ‘experiments in Art and technology, inc.” e.A.t. 
was officially founded the next year by Klüver, rauschenberg, 
robert Whitman, and Fred Waldhauer, with the express aim of 
catalyzing collaboration between artists and engineers.
— 1966 —

As an artist in residence at bell labs, stan Vanderbeek begins 
collaborating with computer scientist Kenneth Knowlton to create 
several films, including a series of eight “poem Fields.” these 
incorporate Knowlton’s belflix (1963), the first programming 
language designed specifically for computer animation.
— 1967 —

Alison Knowles produces “house of dust” using FortrAn 
with composer James tenney following his informal seminar 
on computers in the arts, held at her home with husband dick 
higgins in 1967. 
— 1968 —

british linguist margaret masterman and physicist robin 
mcKinnon-Wood collaborate on a Japanese haiku-generating 
program written in trAc at the cambridge language research 
unit.
— 1968 —

between August 2 and october 20, london’s institute of 
contemporary Art hosts Cybernetic Serendipity: the first 
international exhibition in the uK to be devoted to the 
relationship between the arts and new technology, curated 
by Jasia reichardt. both Alison Knowles and James tenney 
exhibit work, alongside over 120 other participants including 
composers, engineers, artists, mathematicians and poets.
— 1968 —

Artist and scientist Frank malina launches the international 
publication Leonardo: a journal for scholarship on the creative 
intersections of art and science.

the poem’s manifestation as a physical book-object created a 
hypertext for further physical iterations. Quatrains of the printed 
poem could be translated, for instance, into architecture. “A house 
of plastic/in a metropolis/using natural light/inhabited by people 
from all walks of life” describes one of two “houses” Knowles built 
in 1968 on the lawn of a housing co-op in chelsea, near her home. 

After printing, the computer printout scroll was divided into 500 
“books” of twenty pages each and placed in individual plastic slee-
ves: i think of these books as the monadic seeds that gave rise to 
the piece’s subsequent material manifestations. While each book 
contains recombinations of the same set of elements, the actual 
content of each book is singular. the books call out to works such 
as Jorge luis borges’ short story “the library of babel”—long 
thought to have conceived of an information system akin to the 
internet—that use textual finitudes as engines for permutational 
infinities. 

books were something that Knowles had been investiga-
ting before The House of Dust. she and dick higgins founded 
the something else press in 1964, a publishing house specializing 
in boxed assemblages and non-traditional book-objects by the 
likes of ray Johnson, Jackson maclow, marshall mcluhan, and 
gertrude stein.18 before making The House of Dust, Knowles had 
gained acclaim for another piece that exploded the commonly-
accepted categorical limits of a “text”—and likewise an “artwork.” 
The Big Book (1966) was a room-sized installation in the form of a 
massive book. Visitors could enter its “pages” (made of bonded 
sheeting and covered in paintings and prints) through cut-out 
portals to eventually make their way into an interior space that 
included a miniature kitchen, toilet, and sleeping area.19 The House 
of Dust extended her practice of troubling the lines between text 
and place, object and event—with attendant challenges to para-
digms of scale, medium and purpose. 

on a visit to the bienecke library at yale, i spent the day reading 
one of the The House of Dust books, reprinted from the original 
in 1968 by Konig Verlag in cologne. What first struck me was the 
stiffness of the clear plastic sleeve, almost 50 years old, and the 
thinness of the paper. the book is a fragile one. the tractor-feed 
paper on which the poem is printed is wider than any “page” i had 
ever encountered. the paper was designed to function in ways 
unique to its own time and context, ways entirely foreign to the 
mechanism of the page that makes the physical platform for prin-
ted poetry. the paper bears marks of industrial handling: its hole-
punched edges are indented in places where the computer clam-
ped onto it in the printing process. the dot-matrix-printed letters 
that form the poem don’t always fall in a straight line, but wiggle 
and swim slightly within their green-and-white-striped lanes. 
the presence of the book made the forward-march of machine 
obsolescence suddenly, tenderly vivid for me. i can remember, 
as a child, tearing the perforated edge-strips off of paper such as 
this and using rubber bands to bind them into makeshift cheer-
leading pom-poms. handling the book, i experienced a particular 
kind of aesthetic moment: the moment when an object crosses 
over from being obsolete in the way of junk—useless and dull— to 
being obsolete in a way that is fascinatingly authentic, that carries 
a message belonging entirely to the present moment today. it 
is only fitting that this simple book set into motion a cascade of 
forward-moving interdisciplinary transformations. 

mind
similar to the scale and purpose of the Big Book, the siemens 

4004 computer was a room-sized textual mechanism, occupied by 
a “brain” that processed possibility—by way of machine algorithm 
rather than organic human cognition and experience. tenney and 
Knowles chose a fitting textual and material mode to execute the 
poem. developed between 1954 and 1957, FortrAn compiling 
language “had been crucial for handling computationally inten-
sive areas, such as numerical weather prediction, finite element 
analysis, and fluid dynamics,” according to scholar nicole Woods.20 
of Knowles’ decision to use this program, Woods says “this parti-
cular computer language was known for its flexibility and modu-
larity in providing for compilations favored in the organization of 
libraries, indices, and other assemblage systems of information.” 

it is useful to consider Knowles’ piece as an “assemblage system 
of information.” With its modular recurrence of a set of images, 
the actual experience of reading The House of Dust calls to mind 
incantation, a long beginningless chant that can be entered at any 
point, and like heraclitus’ river, never the same way twice. in an 
essay on the “Agrippa” project, an early example of networked 
electronic literature, matthew g. Kirschenbaum describes “...
an actual message [that] exists only as a function of its relation 
to a larger system of potential messages.”21 Although The House 
of Dust was created from a finite system before the advent of 
digital networks, Kirschenbaum’s approach to apprehensions of 
meaning can be applied to Knowles’ poem. the literal significance 
of each individual quatrain within the poem is simultaneous with 
its status as one new manifestation of all of the poem’s possible 
iterations. indeed, the exhaustion of possibilities—a recurring 
theme in Fluxus, oulipo and situationist practices—can be seen 
as one message of The House of Dust, where each new quatrain 
both realizes a possibility for meaning and virtually negates the 
chance that the same meaning will reoccur. this feature places 
The House of Dust in the long lineage of mystical texts that practice 
the exhaustion of possible recombinations within a set as a means 
toward hermetic realization.22 

For example, the image conjured by lines such as “a house of 
brick/among small hills/using all available lighting/inhabited by 
lovers” has its own beauty and specificity as a poem, but its status 
as one possibility among thousands gives it the quality of arcana, 
lending the words that make up the image a renewed teleology 
that transcends literal meaning. even the number of phrases in 

18. peter Frank, “Fluxus and happenings and list of something else press 
publications,” last modified June 30, 2009, http://members.chello.nl/j.seegers1/
flux_files/something-else-press.html.
19. Woods, 7.
20. ibid., 9.
21. matthew g. Kirschenbaum. mechanisms: New Media and the Forensic Imagination. 
(cambridge, mass.: the mit press, 2008), 214.
22. For many good examples of these texts, see Zweig.

faster, more advanced technologies. if continuous stationery once 
suggested the cutting edge of deductive logic, it now resembles 
something much closer to paik’s antiquated woodblocks. As in 
paik’s piece, despite its aging materiality, what remains potent in 
The House of Dust, is its conflicted negotiation between language 
and sense. 

Book/ HouSe/ MacHine/ MinD: 
a HouSe of DuSt’S conDitionS

iris cushing
 

“there must be a google or two of possible variations,” emmett 
Williams once said when describing his iconic multimedia work 
Four Directional Song of Doubt for Five Voices.13 the piece relies 
on the decisions of five performers moving through a grid of one 
hundred squares, while speaking the words “you/just/never/
quite/know.” Williams’ remark is a reminder that until recently, the 
word “google” meant an unthinkably large number, common par-
lance for something finite, but approaching infinity. this remark 
also neatly presages a link between the permutational arts and 
the computer’s role in our cultural consciousness, a link that 
Alison Knowles found with her 1967 computer-generated poem 
The House of Dust. Knowles’ incantatory scroll exists as a concep-
tual pioneer, with the computer’s compositional role altering the 
dialectic between writing and writer and upending normative 
constructs of authorship decades before the advent of electronic 
literature as we know it.14 

the ontologies of The House of Dust are slippery. on first look, it 
is hard to say exactly who made the poem— 
Knowles?
tenney?
the siemens 4004 computer?
and what precisely was made—
A text? A hypertext? 
An art object? An event? 
A list of houses? A list of lists? 
subsequent looks raise further questions—about the cultural 

zeitgeist the piece emerges from, the hermetic possibilities inhe-
rent in machines, and the ways in which machines and human 
minds inform one another. these are all inquiries i would like to 
take up here.

mAchine
the poem The House of Dust was created during a time when the 

computer was primarily the purview of governments and scienti-
fic labs. mystique surrounding its functionality made it an object 
of wonder and satire in pop culture. the siemens 4004 computer 
model used by James tenney to generate Knowles’ poem appears 
as a character, for example, in the 1971 film Willy Wonka and the 
Chocolate Factory. in the scene, an earnest analyst hired to help 
locate the three remaining golden tickets assuredly announces to 
his employers that the computer has the answer: “We are about 
to witness the greatest miracle of the machine age. based on the 
revolutionary computorial law of probability, this machine will tell 
us the precise location of the three remaining golden tickets.” 
the analyst engages in a madcap “conversation” with the machine 
involving the punching of glowing buttons, beeps, whirrs, and 
bargaining from both parties (“What would a computer do with 
a lifetime supply of chocolate?” “i am now telling the computer 
exactly what he can do with a lifetime supply of chocolate.”)15 
the machine possesses agency and personality in this scene, and 
is tacitly aware of its own recombinatory power. the computer is 
depicted as a knowing, self-aware, sentient being. in addition, the 
scene highlights a perception that humans and computers have 
very different material needs, and desires: what would a computer 
do with a lifetime supply of chocolate? the human knows! 

A primary element of Knowles’ innovation is her assertion of 
the computer as a site of material aesthetic experimentation 
capable of engaging domestic realities, as well as an interpretive 
tool whose capabilities could be managed by humans. before 
collaborating with tenney to make The House of Dust, Knowles 
was interested in “a basic poetic structure in which random bits of 
information fed into a machine could streamline her experiments 
with chance-derived imagery.”16 thinking of this poem as an 
efficient way of generating imagery aligns it with Knowles’ other 
works involving food and built environments. Aleatory means of 
arranging materials and images characterized Knowles’ practice, 
and the computer only expanded her methodological scope.

booK
“the idea becomes a machine that makes art.” 

this is one of many aphorisms from sol leWitt’s 1967 mani-
festo-like “paragraphs on conceptual Art.”17 Following leWitt’s 
dictum, The House of Dust makes the leap from using a concep-
tual “machine that makes art” to using a literal one. the poem’s 
computer-generated status may be its most obviously innovative 
feature, but the ontological interfolds of object, event, and text 
realized by the piece as a whole complicate this initial innovation. 

13. As quoted Janet Zweig, “Ars combinatoria: mystical systems, procedural Art, and 
the computer,” Art Journal, (Fall 1997): 20–29.
14. Knowles and tenney’s predecessors in the realm of computer-generated poetry 
are numerous. the first documented program of computer poetry, “stochastiche 
texte,” was made in 1959 by german mathematician theo lutz. lutz, an associate 
of the stuttgart group and philosopher max bense, used a Zuse Z22 computer to 
randomly organize a set of terms from Franz Kafka’s the castle into a syntactically-
cohesive text. other instances of computer poetry preceding Knowles and tenney’s 
work include british artist brion gysin’s “i am that i am” (1960); german theorist 
rul gunzenhäuser’s “Weinachtgedicht” (automatic poems, 1961), American clair 
phillipy’s use of the rcA 301 computer to create blank verse (1963–64), and emmett 
Williams’ 1966 “the ibm poem.” For a chronology of early computer poetry, see c. 
t. Funkhouser, prehistoric digital poetry: An Archaeology of Forms, 1959-1995 
(tuscaloosa: university of Alabama press, 2007).
15. Willy Wonka and the chocolate Factory, dir. mel stuart, Wolper productions (1971; 
burbank, c.A.: Warner home Video, 1986), film.
16. nicole l. Woods, “object/poems: Alison Knowles’s Feminist Archite(x)ture,” 
X-TRA Contemporary Art Quarterly 15, no. 1 (Fall 2012), http://x-traonline.org/article/
objectpoems-alison-knowless-feminist-architexure/.
17. sol leWitt, “paragraphs on conceptual Art,” Artforum (1967), accessible via 
http://www.tufts.edu/programs/mma/fah188/sol_lewitt/paragraphs%20on%20
conceptual%20art.htm.



each of the four sets of words suggests a numerological aesthe-
tic: seventeen, twenty-five, four, twenty-three. these decisions 
on Knowles’ part, whether mystically guided or totally arbitrary, 
vanish any imperative toward self-expression in favor of the emer-
gence of other messages, and ultimately, other minds.

house
i find the impossibility of the “houses” imagined in The House of 

Dust to be a very pleasurable aspect of the text. each fictive house 
finds its elements relating to each other in a way that appears 
to be both random and inevitable. one way to read this poem 
is to sit and consider how each house might potentially “work.” 
this consideration becomes a kind of delightful spiritual exercise, 
an ongoing entrance into unknown spaces. 

A house oF roots
in A plAce With both heAVy rAin And bright sun

using All AVAilAble lighting
inhAbited by loVers

For this house, i imagine the warm sun and rainwater fostering 
the growth of the roots that nurture the house. the available 
lighting might be “natural”—sun, fire, stars—and the lovers might 
be non-human: worms, insects, reptiles, amphibians. As Knowles’ 
chosen elements cohere within each house’s quatrain, they exert a 
certain pressure on all of the other quatrains in which those same 
elements appear, setting up a network of sensual, palpable images.

this brings to mind gilles deleuze’s essay on beckett, 
“the  exhausted,” in which he writes, “if it is the ambition of 
the combinatorial to exhaust the possible with words, it must 
constitute a metalanguage, a very special language in which the 
relations of objects are identical with the relations of words, and 
words then would no longer offer realization to the possible, but 
would themselves give to the possible its own (precisely exhaus-
tible) reality.”23 The House of Dust, with its inseparable vertices of 
materials, historical conditions, language, and generative means, 
“gives the possible its own reality” in exactly this way, forging 
a metalanguage open to relating in any direction imaginable. 
its visual palette of the domestic, the spatial, the bodily, and the 
animal ground it uniquely to planet earth, at a moment when the 
us-soviet space race was propelling cultural imaginations fur-
ther afield than ever before. indeed, Knowles’ text was made in 
the same year as stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, a film 
whose hal 9000 character canonized the idea of artificial intelli-
gence. the  film indicates the degree to which computers could 
be perceived as sentient, moral, and oracular. Knowles’ radical 
move was to initiate a conversation about the material world with 
this oracle, and in doing so, to discover possibility itself unfolding 
along an infinite ontological horizon.

tHe HouSe of peDagogy

hallie Scott

in 1970 Alison Knowles was offered a teaching position at the 
newly established california institute of the Arts (calArts) drawn 
to the school’s open, experimental ethos, she agreed to the posi-
tion under the condition that calArts fund the transportation of 
her architectural sculpture The House of Dust (1968) from new york 
city to the southern california campus. once installed, the two 
biomorphic structures became alternative classrooms, perfor-
mance sites, and meditation spaces. (Fig. 1) As architectural forms, 
these undulating, irregular structures stood in sharp contrast 
to calArts’ monolithic academic complex, whose homogenous, 
institutional design earned it the nickname “the dow chemical 
center.”24 Analyzing these structures not only as architectural 
forms, but also as ideological apparatuses, i argue that while ladd 
& Kelsey Architects’ academic complex ultimately reinforced the 
codified, standardized learning environment that calArts initially 
positioned itself against, The House of Dust symbolized and was 
indeed a venue for open-ended, experimental pedagogy.25 

23. gilles deleuze, “the exhausted,” trans. Anthony ulmann, SubStance 24.3, no. 78 
(1995), 3–28.
24. Alison Knowles, interview with Janet sarbanes, «A school based on What Artists 
Wanted to do: Alison Knowles on calArts,» East of Borneo, August 7, 2012, http://www.
eastofborneo.org/articles/a-school-based-on-what-artists-wanted-to-do-alison-
knowles-on-calarts.
25. this conception of educational architecture as an ideological apparatus derives 

Financed by conservative backers led by Walt disney, calArts 
formed as a merging of the financially bereft chouinard Art 
institute and the los Angeles conservatory of music. Although 
originally conceived as an art- and education-themed incarnation 
of a disney venture, by calArts’ opening in 1970, it described itself 
as a utopian art academy in the model of the bauhaus and black 
mountain college.26 like these precedents, calArts sought to fos-
ter a bohemian community and to create a new, interdisciplinary 
program for training professionalized artists. the administration 
promoted the school as a contemporary alternative to “com-
partmentalized,” traditional east coast art schools.27 calArts’ 
geographic remoteness reinforced this sense of new beginnings; 
the school was built in Valencia, a 1960s planned residential town, 
situated thirty miles north of los Angeles. this location both 
provided freedom from the pressures and influence los Angeles’s 
emerging art market and was doubly removed from that of new 
york. it also gave participants a sense that they were part of “a 
clearing or demolition ritual which might prepare the ground for 
fresh creativity.”28 the newly-designed campus, a $15,000,000 
megastructure that combined all disciplines under one roof, was 
intended to exemplify this approach.29 

the school held that “education should be completely non-
coercive and responsive to the unique needs and developmental 
rhythm of each student.”30 this stance was predicated on the 
notion that students should be treated as artists, rather than 
underlings. students and teachers would relate to each other 
as peers, eradicating any trace of a master-student dynamic. 
the  faculty would provide guidance and share their own work 
with students, rather than teach preconceived lessons on stan-
dardized topics. in addition, calArts would have neither a grading 
system, nor standardized time-table for graduation, nor course 
requirements, nor enforced course sequences. the school’s initial 
publicity also described abundant access to new technology, imp-
lying endless financial resources.31 According to sociologist Judith 
Adler, participants viewed this dehierarchized, unregulated lear-
ning structure as a panacea to industrial society’s instrumental 
divisions between work and play as well as a catalyst for a truly 
utopian learning community.32 

the inaugural deans and faculty members were innovators in 
their fields. For example, within the school of Art, Allan Kaprow, 
originator of the happening, taught a course dedicated speci-
fically to that art form. the Feminist Art program, led by Judy 
chicago and miriam schapiro, was a continuation of the first art 
education program directed towards empowering female artists. 
conceptual artist John baldessari rejected the traditional site of 
art education in his “post-studio” class, which largely took place 
outdoors. Knowles was one of several artists associated with 
Fluxus recruited by Kaprow, who also served as Associate dean 
of the school of Art.33 like many of these appointees, she did not 
have extensive prior teaching experience, but was drawn to the 
“vision of a school based on what artists wanted to do rather than 
what the school wanted them to do.”34 

however, the utopian ethos that drew Knowles and others belied 
financial strain and tensions between the conservative trustees 
and the more radically-minded faculty. the limited existing funds 

from dick hebdige. dick hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of Style (new york: 
routledge, 2012). 
26. in its most ambitious conception, calArts was conceived as “a nucleus of music, 
art, dance, theater, and television schools surrounded by a commercial complex of 
galleries, theaters, open-air museums, restaurants and motels. the arts and the 
artists were to be the main attraction in a new combination of the recreation and 
culture industries, later described by one of its designers as ‘a kind of farmer’s market 
of the soul which would spin off cash flows to the school.” Judith Adler, Artists in 
Offices: An Ethnography of an Academic Art Scene (new brunswick, n.J.: transaction 
books, 1979), 54.
27. calArts Admissions bulletin, in herbert gold, “Walt disney presents: Adventures in 
collegeland!” The Atlantic Monthly, november 1972, 50.
28. Adler, 96. 
29. the campus combined schools of Art, critical studies, design, Film, music, and 
theater and dance under one institutional umbrella and under one physical roof.
30. Adler, 102. 
31. ibid., 108. 
32. ibid., 104. Adler traces this attitude to the influence Frankfurt school theorist 
herbert marcuse had on many of the faculty members at calArts. the dean of critical 
studies, maurice stein, tried to hire marcuse but was blocked by the university’s 
board because of the theorist’s radical reputation. marcuse argued that in the 
contemporary economy, society enforces a false notion of economic scarcity in 
order to divert energies towards work and away from “libidinous pleasure.” herbert 
marcuse, Eros and Civilization: A Philosophical Inquiry into Freud (boston: beacon 
press, 1966), 16.
33. between 1970 and 1972, Kaprow also recruited Knowles’ husband dick higgins, 
nam June paik, emmett Williams, and James tenney. tenney, who was appointed to 
the school of music, was the only one to remain on the faculty in a long-term capacity. 
Knowles, higgins, and paik had all participated in tenney’s 1967 workshop on the 
computer programming language FortrAn, which was the impetus for The House of 
Dust poem.
34. paik and Knowles, in particular, had very little teaching experience prior to joining 
the faculty. Alison Knowles, interview with Janet sarbanes.

were tightly controlled by the trustees, who were disturbed by the 
school’s countercultural ethos.35 even before calArts opened, the 
construction of the new campus had to be postponed due to bud-
getary constraints—during the first year, the school was housed 
at a temporary campus, the Villa cabrini, a former catholic school 
for girls in burbank. once in session, faculty found themselves 
jockeying for access to limited technological equipment.36 budgets 
decreased as the school matured, resulting in heightened com-
petition among faculty members, who suddenly had to vie for 
contracts and funds. this undermined the community-minded 
ethos fostered during the recruitment period and initial years. 
the decrease in funds also led to an administrative push for more 
formalized curricula, the establishment of course requirements, 
and standardized matriculation.37 by 1975, the first president, 
provost, three deans, and many faculty members had either been 
fired or chose to resign, and the trustees cut the schools of critical 
studies and design.38 

in 1971, calArts moved to its newly completed Valencia campus, 
which in many ways encapsulated the school’s’ shortcomings. 
designed by ladd & Kelsey Architects, the brutalist building 
contained all five schools within a seemingly endless configura-
tion of hallways and windowless rooms.39 the architects designed 
multi-use classrooms intended for faculty to tailor to their indivi-
dual purposes, but the facilities failed to sufficiently account for 
practices that need specific spatial arrangements, technology 
hookups, and light access.40 the resulting structure was so imper-
sonal and monotonous that rumors circulated that the architects 
had recycled a design originally created for a hospital.41 the buil-
ding illustrates dick hebdige’s assertion that, most modern insti-
tutes of education, despite the apparent neutrality of the mate-
rials from which they are constructed (red brick, white tile, etc.) 
carry within themselves implicit ideological assumptions which 
are literally structured into the architecture itself...here the buil-
dings literally reproduce in concrete terms prevailing (ideological) 
notions about what education is, and it is through this process 
that the educational structure, which can, of course, be altered, 
is placed beyond question and appears to us as a ‘given’ (i.e. as 
immutable).42 

in other words, rather than inviting creativity and experimen-
tation, the building fosters adherence to institutional regulations 
and norms. indeed, thierry de duve argues that calArts fostered 
a homogenizing pedagogical paradigm from the mid-1970s on. in 
contrast to the earlier bauhaus and Academic models, this “atti-
tude-practice-deconstruction” paradigm teaches students how 
to position themselves as artists, instead of how to produce art 
objects. students learn to critique and deconstruct, rather than 
invent or imitate.43 

the shortcomings of this paradigm and the architecture that 
shaped it become evident in a comparison between the calArts 
building and The House of Dust. Knowles created the sculpture 
in 1968, when she received a guggenheim memorial Foundation 
Fellowship to build one of the quatrains of her eponymous com-
puterized poem from 1967: 

A house oF plAstic 
in A metropolis 

using nAturAl light 
inhAbited by people From All WAlKs oF liFe.

Knowles translated the quatrain into designs for two undu-
lating, mound-like structures, which were cast in fiberglass.44 
Wide, circular openings pierced the structures, welcoming natu-
ral light and creating a sense of permeability. the curved walls 
supplied a multitude of inlets for interaction, inviting exploration 
and open-ended play.45 (Fig. 2) the smaller of the two structures 
also included a solar-activated sound piece by composer max 
neuhaus, which translated the sun’s movement into sound. 
the piece operated through thermal circuits installed on the skin 
of The House of Dust; when hit with sunlight the circuits emitted a 
soft grass-inspired sound.46 Knowles did not intend the House to 
be permanent, but to move location and change forms every ten 
years, remaining in a state of constant flux. thus, it was logical 
to transport the structure from its original new york location to 
calArts, where it was first installed on a broken tennis court at 
the Villa cabrini. the larger structure was destroyed by an earth-
quake, but the smaller model was moved to a grassy hill at the 
Valencia campus when calArts moved there for the subsequent 
1971-72 school year. the biomorphic structures contrasted shar-
ply with the Villa cabrini, whose architecture combined mission 
revival and classical influences, and with the neighboring dow 
chemical plant. While the latter is massive, homogenous, per-
manent, and impenetrable by natural forces, The House of Dust 
was intimate in scale, temporary, and open to its surroundings. 

both the form of the House and the process through which 
it was created invited response and interaction. Knowles held 
classes, meetings, and events there, and invited her students 
to do the same.47 during the spring 1970 semester, for example, 

35. For more details on the trustee’s relationship to the more radical factions at the 
school see Janet sarbanes, “A community of Artists: radical pedagogy at calArts, 
1969–72,” East of Borneo, June 5, 2014, http://www.eastofborneo.org/articles/a-
community-of-artists-radical-pedagogy-at-calarts-1969-72.
36. Adler, 102. 
37. between the 1972–73 school year and the 1973–4 school year, the teaching budget 
was cut nearly in half, from $2, 322, 440 to $1,375,000. ibid., 146–7.
38. Among those who resigned or were fired were Allan Kaprow, dean of the school of 
critical studies maurice stein, provost herbert blau, graphic design faculty member 
sheila de bretteville, and Judy chicago. 
39. until 2009, this complex remained the sole academic building on campus. 
40. this criticism is made specifically in relation to the graphics facilities. dick 
higgins, “teaching at calArts —part yoni,” Los Angeles Free Press, April 9, 1971: 11.
41. John miller, Mike Kelley: Educational Complex (london: Afterall, 2015), 50. 
42. hebdige, 12–13. in using hebdige to analyze calArts’ campus, i am drawing from 
John miller. miller, 26. 
43. thierry de duve, “When Form has become Attitude – And beyond,” in The Artist 
and the Academy: Issues in Fine Art Education and The Wider Cultural Context, eds. 
stephen Foster and nicholas deVille, (southampton, u.K.: John hansard gallery, 
1994), 27.
44. A philadelphia-based foundry did the casting. 
45. The House of Dust was initially installed at the penn south housing coop in 
chelsea. According to hannah higgins, other residents set it aflame because they 
viewed it as an imposition. higgins, “An introduction to Alison Knowles’s The House 
of Dust,” in Mainframe Experimentalism: Early Computing and the Foundations of the 
Digital Arts, eds. hannah higgins and douglas Kahn (berkeley: university of california 
press, 2012), 197. 
46. this description of neuhaus’s piece is based on that of hannah higgins. ibid.
47. Knowles’ events at the House include Gift Event II, in which participants brought 
food and did informal presentations.

a house of dust… inhabited by american indians - fig. 1 Alison Knowles, 99 Red North, 1970.
image courtesy of Alison Knowles and James Fuentes, ny.



student michael bell organized sunrise meditations, which cen-
tered around the light coming through the holes in the structure. 
Another student, Andrew schloss, created a computer program 
using FortrAn to automate Knowles’ Proposition IV (Squid), which 
provided randomized instructions for the use of the space around 
the House based on color, numbers, materials, and cardinal direc-
tions. in a related work from the same year, 99 Red North, ninety-
nine apples were arranged in a grid oriented to the north and invi-
ted participants to exchange objects for the apples.48 the following 
year, norman Kaplan and Knowles created Poem Drop, in which a 
helicopter dropped a printout of The House of Dust poem onto the 
sculpture. (Fig. 3) the House also served as a site for screenings 
and other informal gatherings. (Fig. 4) in conjunction with these 
activities, Knowles set up a silkscreen lab in the calArts building, 
where students could learn the process and then produce prints 
to advertise The House of Dust events.49 

The House of Dust enhanced and perhaps influenced Knowles’ 
pedagogy, which she describes as shaped by her desire to “listen 
to what the students would like to do with me.”50 rather than 
following a preestablished curriculum, Knowles and her students 
generated plans and ideas through dialogue. this approach to 
teaching mirrors Knowles’ encouragement of open-ended parti-
cipation in her artistic practice. in blurring the boundary between 
her artistic work and her teaching, Knowles put the founding 
calArts tenet that students should be treated as artists into prac-
tice. hannah higgins has analyzed the emphasis on “experiential 
learning,...interdisciplinary exploration, self-directed study, col-
lective work, and the nonhierarchical exchange of ideas” inherent 
to Fluxus practices like that of Knowles as models for education 
that fosters freedom and avoids “the homogenizing influence of 
formal institutions.”51 

this emancipatory process parallels what bell hooks describes 
as “engaged pedagogy” in which teachers seek to dismantle rather 
than “reinforce systems of domination.”52 in engaged teaching and 
learning situations, teachers transgress the traditional boundaries 

48. As recounted by Knowles, one man traded his car keys for an apple in order to 
better explore the burbank surroundings. Alison Knowles, interview with hannah 
higgins, July 13, 2008, as cited in higgins, 197.
49. the department funded the purchase of a large-scale graphic arts camera for the 
lab. Alison Knowles, interview with Janet sarbanes.
50. ibid.
51. hannah higgins, Fluxus Experience (berkeley, cA: university of california press, 
2002), 189. 
52. bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom (new york: 
routledge, 1994), 21. 

between themselves and their students by bringing their own perso-
nal and intellectual experiences into the classroom and encouraging 
students to do the same. engaged pedagogues frame the class as 
“a community of learners together...equally committed to creating 
a learning context.”53 by making the classroom a site of exchange, 
rather than a one-directional flow of information, engaged peda-
gogy embraces fluidity—the content and dynamic of the class 
constantly shifts in response to the interests and needs of all of the 
participants.54 this pedagogy gives students the agency to actively 
participate in their own learning experiences, offering what paulo 
Freire describes as a process of “conscientization,” or an awakened 
critical awareness and sense of empowerment.55 Although hooks 
does not extend this discourse to architecture, one can imagine a 
space that destabilizes the hierarchies of a conventional classroom 
would best serve the process of engaged pedagogy, a space that 
exists apart from overdetermined institutional architecture, that 
disavows the rigid hierarchies created in a rectangular room, and 
that invites multiple entryways and modes of participation. While 
Knowles did not originally intend The House of Dust to function this 
way, at calArts it served both symbolically and physically as a space 
for the engaged pedagogy that hooks advocates.

yet the engaged experience was fleeting. While the school had 
initially encouraged experimental teaching practices, or at least 
rhetorically embraced them, the institutional pressures of the 
early 1970s soon influenced the administration to prioritize codi-
fied curriculum over open-ended learning processes. in response, 
Knowles, along with many of her peers, left calArts after her second 
year.56 While the House has long been absented from calArts’ cam-
pus, ladd & Kelsey Architects’ “concrete sarcophagus” endures. 
the contrast between The House of Dust and calArts’ official 
architecture remains potent. today, as artistic education becomes 
ever more exorbitant and institutions are increasingly fixated on 
measurable learning outcomes, The House of Dust represents a 
powerful model for open-ended, collaborative learning that can 
occur adjacent to institutions. 

53. ibid., 153. 
54. According to hooks, “When the classroom is truly engaged, its dynamic. it’s fluid. 
it’s always changing.” ibid., 158.
55. hooks draws upon Freire’s term in describing the impact of engaged pedagogy. 
ibid., 14. 
56. Alison Knowles, interview with Janet sarbanes. Knowles’ stated reasons for 
departure were to be closer to her family in new york and to have more time to focus 
on her own artwork. implicit within this second reason, i posit, is the increasing 
burden placed on faculty to codify curriculum and reign in experimental teaching 
practices that more closely align with artistic practices.

— 1968 —
intel corporation markets the first chip to be used as the 
computer’s memory.
— 1969 —

on september 2, the first ArpAnet node is installed at the 
uclA network measurement center. ArpAnet, sponsored by 
the u.s. defense department’s Advanced research projects 
Agency (ArpA) will eventually link computers across the 
country and around the world, forming a direct precursor to 
today’s internet.
— 1969 —

during the summer, while resident at the los Angeles county 
museum of Art, poet and performance artist Jackson mac low 
creates his first computer poems (“pFr-3 poems”) using a 
dec pdp-9 computer in the context of the museum’s Art and 
technology program (1967–1971), which paired artists with 
technology companies across southern california.
— 1971 —

dutch essayist and computer programmer gerrit Krol 
publishes his survey essay, APPI: Automatic Poetry by Pointed 
Information.
— 1973 —

linguist and author richard W. bailey publishes one of the 
earliest anthologies of computer poetry, Computer Poems, 
featuring the work of sixteen authors. in his preface, bailey 
highlights tendencies that he understands to have influenced 
the works in the collection: “concrete poetry,” “poetry of 
sound in verbal orchestrations,” “imagistic poetry in the 
juxtaposition of the unfamiliar,” and “haiku.”
— 1974 —

there are now two-dozen computer manufacturers in 
operation across the united states.
— 1974 —

robert J. sigmund publishes his Energy Crisis Poems under the 
pseudonym “rjs” in an addition of 500 copies, accompanied 
by the subtitle “poetry by program / program by rjs.” the 
title page states: “Anyone with access to an ibm 8360 or 8370 
running under os or os/Vs can use the program exactly as it 
exists.”
— 1976 —

in April, computer programmers William crowther and don 
Woods release the role-playing game Adventure on the u.s. 
research network ArpAnet. Adventure was the first in a short-
lived, but influential, textual computer game genre, which 
ended its commercial life when graphic adventure games took 
over in the late 1980s.
— 1980 —

Mystery House, by roberta Williams and Ken Williams, is the 
next recorded computer game to have been created by a 
woman, after Knowles’s House of Dust.
— 1982 —

French writers paul braffort (a member of oulipo) and 
Jacques roubaud create the literary group AlAmo: “Atelier de 
littérature assistée par la mathématique et les ordinateurs” 
(literature Workshop aided by mathematics and computers). 
AlAmo members “brought together around the project of 
using, in all possible ways, the computer in the service of 
literature.”
— 1983–84 —

programmer William chamberlain orchestrates the publication 
of The Policeman’s Beard is Half Constructed: Computer prose 
and poetry by Racter. the book’s cover bills it as “the first 
book ever written by a computer.” chamberlain programmed 
racter (short for “raconteur”) to randomly generate prose and 
poetry, using compiled bAsic on a Z80 micro. 
— 1984 —

in november, modernist critic hugh Kenner and computer 
scientist Joseph o’rourke of Johns hopkins university 
co-author an article for Byte magazine titled “A travesty 
generator for micros,” proposing a program that would 
generate “travesty” texts from other texts so as to examine 
the relation between the original and its transformation.
— 1994 —

the electronic poetry center is founded at state university 
of new york, buffalo, with the aim of making available a wide 
range of resources centered on digital and contemporary 
formally innovative poetries, new media writing, and literary 
programming.
— 1995 —

computer scientist bill seaman coins the term “recombinant 
poetics” to denote an approach to computer-based works 
enabling the exploration of media elements in different orders 
and combinations.

the house of pedagogy — fig. 3 Poem Drop
image courtesy of Alison Knowles and James Fuentes, ny.



a HouSe of DuSt… inHaBiteD By 
aMerican inDianS

christopher Green

When Alison Knowles taught at the temporary calArts campus 
in burbank, california, from 1970 to 1972, she brought The House 
of Dust with her. it acted as the site for many activities, including 
the work 99 Red North (1970), an event based on the principles of 
exchange. using a sequence of numbers, materials, and colors 
developed in collaboration with a student, 99 Red North consisted 
of a grid of apples, ninety-nine total arranged in three straight 
lines oriented north. Knowles invited the audience to exchange 
each apple for a personal object for at least a week. the social pos-
sibilities of exchange had long been explored in Knowles’s work, 
beginning with her 1963 event score Giveaway Construction, which 
read “Find something you like in the street & give it away. or find a 
variety of things, make something of them, & give it away...” 99 Red 
North was another entry into the social nature of art as exchange 
of objects and experiences, entering participants into a gift eco-
nomy, at least temporarily. one man went so far as to leave his 
car keys on the broken tennis court that was the site of this event, 
apparently “because he’d always wanted to walk to work.”57

this particular exchange is captured on a slide that Knowles 
kept of the event. (Fig. 1) in addition to rows of numbered circles 
and a few apples looking the worse for wear, the set of keys and 
its metal keychain are stretched between the numbers 41 and 
42. the keychain, otherwise perhaps unremarkable, is a pewter 
thunderbird, the legendary bird present in native American myth 
across the continent, often associated with lightning and the 
heavens. if its reverse were visible, one would see the imprinted 
words, “With thanks from the American indian children.” such a 
trinket was mailed to homes throughout the 1960s in order to 
elicit donations to American indian schools, better known today 
as residential schools. this one was likely made by children at the 
chilocco indian school near ponca city, oklahoma, as part of their 
fundraising efforts. the school would be closed in 1980, following 
years of allegations of abuse from American indian organizations 
and eventually the removal of congressional funding.

57. Alison Knowles, interview with Janet sarbanes, «A school based on What Artists 
Wanted to do: Alison Knowles on calArts,» East of Borneo, August 7, 2012, http://www.
eastofborneo.org/articles/a-school-based-on-what-artists-wanted-to-do-alison-
knowles-on-calarts.

simultaneous with The House of Dust project and Knowles’s 
arrival at calArts was the prominent rise of the American indian 
movement (A.i.m.) in the western united states. Founded in 1968, 
the A.i.m. advocated for indigenous civil and legal rights, parti-
cularly for autonomy over and restoration of tribal lands which 
the organization believed had been illegally seized and conti-
nued to be encroached upon. the presence of the movement in 
california was particularly publicized; from 1969 to 1971 a group 
of eighty-nine American indians calling themselves “indians of 
All tribes” occupied Alcatraz island for nineteen months until 
their forced removal by government officers, earning internatio-
nal attention for the plight of indigenous peoples in the united 
states. the occupation was followed by others throughout the 
country, including the seizure of the replica of the Mayflower in 
boston in 1970, and in the fall of 1972, the movement gained fur-
ther international coverage when it organized a cross-country 
protest called the “trail of broken treaties.” Activists caravanned 
from the west coast, departing from san Francisco, los Angeles, 
and other local communities, to Washington, d.c., arriving the 
week before the presidential election. After being refused an 
audience with the nixon Administration, the protesters occupied 
the bureau of indian Affairs headquarters in the department of 
interior for a week until finally being met with concessions by the 
federal government, including the official end of indian termina-
tion policy.

With such publicized actions taking place in california just as 
Knowles had begun teaching there, she likely would have been 
able to make the connection between the appearance of a thun-
derbird keychain asking for help for the American indian children, 
prominent in her recollections of the project, the American 
indian movement, and the source of her own interests in such 
gift exchange events.58 indeed there is a consistent fascination 
with indigenous and native American cultures in Knowles’s work 
throughout her career, one which belies the importance of the 
single entry, “American indians,” to her list of twenty-three poten-
tial inhabitants for The House of Dust’s computerized and rando-
mized quatrains. (Fig. 2)

the connection between her exploration of the gift economy 
through exchange events such as Giveaway Construction (1963) 

58. Knowles frequently mentions the car keys in her recollections of 99 Red North 
Event in interviews. see Alison Knowles, interview with hannah b. higgins, July 13, 
2008, reprinted in higgins, “An introduction to Alison Knowles’s The House of Dust,” 
in Mainframe Experimentalism: Early Computing and the Foundations of the Digital 
Arts, eds. hannah higgins and douglas Kahn (berkeley: university of california press, 
2012).

and 99 Red Event North and the tradition of the potlatch, the 
gift-giving feast practiced by the indigenous peoples of the 
northwest coast, is apparent in her event score Take a New 
Name (from the Kwakiutl Indians). the Kwakiutl, a misnomer for 
the Kwakwa̱ ka̱ ’wakw, as the Kwak’wala-speaking peoples of 
the pacific northwest prefer, are prominent potlatch givers, well 
documented in the early research of Franz boas in particular, 
which would have been one of Knowles’s primary sources at 
this time.59 Knowles’s event score tells the audience “to choose 
a new name and wear it for the evening”; some of the suggesti-
ons include “prairee cactus,” “great mother thunder,” “don’t 
take my money,” and “Jimmy.” the names, clearly, are not at all 
Kwak’wala names (indeed some are in French and german), so it 
is rather the act or process of taking a new name that Knowles 
interprets from the Kwakwa̱ ka̱ ’wakw. thus Knowles’s take on 
the naming processes of northwest coast indigenous cultures 
foregrounds creative license over cultural accuracy, and her 
options range from stereotypically indian constructions to the 
comical to the everyday.

Another source for Take a New Name was an event score by 
Jerome rothenberg, GIFT EVENT (1968, 1972), subtitled Kwakiutl. 
the score consists of instructions to give away various objects 
“glass bowls, handkerchiefs, pigs & geese” and towards the end 
tells participants to “give everyone a new name.” Knowles was 
inspired by this line and rothenberg’s Kwakiutl reference for her 
own naming piece. both artists use the naming process to pit the 
destiny of one’s name as an ancestral or spiritual gift against the 
liberating power of chance in Fluxus practice. rothenberg, in a 
later commentary on GIFT EVENT, noted the influence of Knowles‘s 
Giveaway Construction on his piece, explicitly connecting the gift 
events, naming practices, and Kwakiutl sources for both amongst 
their work.60 likewise Knowles has acknowledged the influence 
of rothenberg on her work, in particular the importance of his 
ethnopoetics books Technicians of the Sacred (1968) and Shaking 
the Pumpkin: Traditional Poetry of the Indian North Americas 
(1972), both of which she owned. the latter is replete with native 
American ritual and poetic source material, including several 
naming events and picture making events.61

in a later interview, Knowles discussed having studied native 
American rituals as a kind of indigenous happening: “i love the 
indian Kwakiutl events, and i’ve studied them a lot i did a piece 
called Gift Event [Giveaway Construction], which is directly based 
on Kwakiutl events. it’s a piece with no audience necessarily. 
one finds things in the street and makes an object that then one 
attempts to give away to some passerby. the piece has nothing 
to do with usual gift giving because usually gifts are beautiful… 
All these aspects of gift giving are shattered by the piece.”62 (Fig.3)

in the same interview, Knowles described dick higgins’s work 
as having a wonderful, crazy, and magical quality, causing her 
to think of him when she read about “Kwakiutl indian events.”63 
to Knowles, the magical is what makes a “good event piece,” and 
she associates this with indigenous peoples.

the interest in the “magical” verges on primitivist tendencies, 
and Knowles made use of a variety of ancient and non-Western 
sources in her work. For example, her 1982 A Finger Book trans-
lates into braille ancient languages like sumerian and shang, as 
well as the living language like incan Quipu. however, no source 
was as present for her as native American references. this ten-
dency reached a peak in her 1990 exhibition, Seven Indian Moons 
at the emily harvey gallery in new york. For the show, Knowles 
developed paintings that depicted seven of the thirteen moons in 
what she called the “ancient indian calendar year.”64 the exhibi-
tion catalogue presents information she gathered on those moons 
and the tribes who named them, and the paintings incorporated 
a photo taken by Jimmy desana of an installation Knowles had 
created several years prior in Amsterdam. the photo is a t-shirt in 
a spotlight which Knowles notes “works well with the indians,” is 
silk-screened along with word collages from her researched texts 
and notes on the seven moons. the Kwakiutl make an appearance 
once again for the Salmon Moon (September), and the accompa-
nying catalogue text reproduces three lines from rothenberg’s 
GIFT EVENT, as well as her notes on “collecting the lore surrounding 
the names given by the indians to the various moons,” and refe-
rences the printing process. the other moons include the creek, 
oglala sioux, dakota, natchez, cree, and pikuni blackfeet, and the 
text is rife with further reference to Knowles’s expansive research. 
she quotes the 1932 book Black Elk Speaks, the story of a oglala 
lakota medicine man, and names all of the American indian tribes 
in oklahoma. Furthermore, she translates indigenous languages 
and advises readers that they should go visit the museum of the 
American indian in the bronx.

Knowles described her indian moon pieces as being “quite 
literary,” but they were very physical as well.65 the panels and 
exhibition space included various attached artifacts and even 
sound-making instruments, which could be played by the viewer. 
the depth of her research is apparent in the exhibition text, but 
there is little acknowledgement of the contemporaneity of native 
people. her goal was not to make a political statement; Knowles 
did her research in the museum library, she tells us, not by enga-
ging indigenous collaborators or informants. the lessons of post-
colonial and indigenous studies that were rapidly emerging at this 
moment in academia do not seem to have entered into Knowles’s 
work, which exposes if not a primitivizing tendency then a naiveté 

59. Jerome rothenberg also explicitly cited the native accounts in helen codere, 
“the Amiable side of Kwakiutl life: the potlatch and the play potlatch,” American 
Anthropologist 28 (1956), 334–351. Jerome rothenberg, “gift event, after the Kwakiutl, 
newly rededicated for the 44th presidentiad, in celebration,” Poems and Poetics, 
January 20, 2009, http://poemsandpoetics.blogspot.com/2009/01/gift-event-after-
kwakiutl-newly.html.
60. Jerome rothenberg, Pre-faces & Other Writings (new york: new directions, 1981), 
197. rothenberg’s events include many native American references, including THE 
GHOST DANCE (1968).
61. such as “picture event, for doctor & patient (Navajo)” and “naming events 
(Papago).” Jerome rothenberg, Shaking the Pumpkin: Traditional Poetry of the Indian 
North Americas (garden city, ny: doubleday, 1972), 192–193.
62. estera milman, “road shows, streets events, and Fluxus people: A conversation 
with Alison Knowles,” Visible Language 26.1 (Winter 1992), 106.
63. ibid, 105.
64. Alison Knowles and bryan mchugh, Seven Indian Moons (new york: emily harvey 
gallery, 1990).
65. oral history interview with Alison Knowles, 2010 June 1–2, Archives of American 
Art, smithsonian institution. http://www.aaa.si.edu/collections/interviews/oral-
history-interview-alison-knowles-15822.

a house of dust… inhabited by american indians - fig. 1 Alison Knowles, The House of Dust, 1970.
image courtesy of Alison Knowles and James Fuentes, ny.



towards her indigenous sources and the lived truth of the histories 
of colonization and dispossession, which A.i.m. rallied against 
while she was teaching in california. 

how, then, are we to consider the role of native American 
influences in a project like The House of Dust and update it with a 
consideration of the postcolonial? What does House of Dust look like 
if we question benjamin buchloh’s premise that the work creates a 
universally decentered subject experience as a positive outcome?66 
it was, after all, in the name of the reduction of identity, an indige-
nous identity to be precise, that the abuses and horrors of residen-
tial school assimilation policies took place. When buchloh notes that 
The House of Dust undoes the fixities of language, we must remem-
ber that behind the thunderbird keychain present in the photo of 99 
Red North Event was a school system dedicated to the annihilation 
of language and culture. A house is not necessarily neutral, and the 
land on which The House of Dust was located is not desubjectivized 
from a colonial relation. When Knowles moved her project from its 
origin in new york to burbank, she did so in a Westward journey 
that traced the path of American militaristic colonial conquest, land 
which the Aim reoccupied as stolen territory. buchloh’s position that 
the projectcreates a de-centered universal subject or desubjecti-
vized position benefits solely the settler hegemony by negating dif-
ference and preexisting claims to the very ground which The House 
of Dust traversed and settled on temporarily.

the inclusion of mohawk artist Alan michelson’s series 
Prophetstown in conversation with The House of Dust at the James 
gallery serves as a post-colonial rejoinder to Knowles’s project. 
these literal houses of paper, constructed with archival ink and 
archival documents, are paper model sculptures based on buil-
dings found in paintings and on historic structures. in the context 
of the current exhibition they ask on whose place the poem’s 
houses are built? Who were the former inhabitants, and what is 
the history of the displacement of those peoples? Home  in the 
Wilderness (2012) is based on a frontier family’s log cabin in the 
1847 thomas cole painting Home in the Woods. printed on the 
sculpture are facsimiles of the 1809 treaty of Fort Wayne, which, 
despite objections from the native American nations involved, 
ceded some three million acres of indian land to the u.s. the treaty 
document provides a critical commentary on the hudson river 
school’s imbrication in colonial efforts.the genre of American 
nineteenth-century landscape paintings now recognized as the 
means by which artists collaborated in presenting the American 
West as untouched land, ripe for the taking, emptied of its real 
indigenous inhabitants.

in contrast, the Cherokee Phoenix Print Shop (2012) is a monument 
to native sovereignty and language. the cherokee nation was an 
autonomous, southern Appalachian tribal nation who moderni-
zed as one of the “civilized tribes,” adopting farming techniques, 
a written constitution, a judiciary, and printed their own bilingual 
(cherokee/english) newspaper, The Cherokee Phoenix. michelson’s 
sculpture is based on the print shop that housed the newspaper’s 
press, and its walls are covered by newsprint from 1831 protesting 
against the unauthorized treaty of new echota which is printed 
on the roof. despite attempts by the cherokee to remain in their 
homelands, the treaty engineered their forced removal from 
the southeastern Woodlands to indian territory in modern-day 
oklahoma. this removal, known as the trail of tears, was a brutal 
march in the winter of 1838 that witnessed the deaths of as many as 
4,000 people. it was this event which the American indian movement 
referenced in their trail of broken treaties caravan in 1972, which 
travelled eastward across America in a reversal of the Westward 
march of the cherokee and the expansion of the united states across 
north America. the bilingual language of The Cherokee Phoenix sur-
vives today, as does the cherokee connection to their place, their 
homeland. their sense of home is an experiential knowledge that 
is carried and embodied such that they are “of their home” despite 
being dispossessed of it—an experience shared by the many dislo-
cated indigenous peoples of north America. considering The House 
of Dust in light of colonial history proposes that home can be mobile 
without the complete unfixing of one’s subject position. 

play SculptureS anD puBlic art: 
aliSon knowleS’ tHe HouSe of DuSt 
anD tHe failure of coMMunity 
engageMent

Gillian Sneed

in 1968 Fluxus artist Alison Knowles attempted to secure a site 
in new york city for a proposed public artwork that she described 
alternately as a “changing environment park,” a “chance house,” 
a “temporary play structure,” and a “play sculpture.”67 the struc-
ture was a materialized interpretation of Knowles’ digital poem 
The House of Dust, programmed by composer James tenney in 
the FortrAn iV computer system, and intended as an interactive 

66. benjamin h. d. buchloh, “the book of the Future: Alison Knowles’s The House 
of Dust,” in Mainframe Experimentalism: Early Computing and the Foundations of the 
Digital Arts, eds. hannah higgins and douglas Kahn (berkeley: university of california 
press, 2012).
67. Alison Knowles, “the changing environment park or the chance house 
performance,” undated (ca. 1968), Alison Knowles Archives.

structure to “house” activities and performances that actively 
engaged the public.68 While this early socially-engaged public art 
project would go on to enjoy a successful decade-long tenure on 
the campus of calArts in Valencia, california, the structure’s ear-
liest iteration in new york was fraught with conflict and ostensible 
failure.69 even so, it represents an important precedent for the 
kinds of socially-engaged public art projects that have prolifera-
ted since the 1990s, and for this reason deserves close examina-
tion. An analysis of its material presence in new york also reveals 
several critical issues related to other socially-engaged public art 
projects, which i will outline through a comparison with a pro-
ject that shares much in common, thomas hirschhorn’s Gramsci 
Monument (2013).

having received a guggenheim memorial Foundation Fellowship 
for $7,000 in september 1968 to fund her proposed “chance 
house,” Knowles wanted to locate the project near her own home 
on West 22nd street in manhattan’s chelsea district.70 in July of 
that year she had contacted the new york city parks department 
to propose placing the structure on an abandoned lot on the cor-
ner of 10th Avenue and West 22nd street.71 however the city was 
planning to repurpose the lot as a public playground, which it did 
the following november.72 After it became clear that the favored 
site was not available, Knowles was able to secure another site 
for the work. she established contact with henry margulies, the 
general manager of the nearby penn south housing co-op, who, 
according to Knowles, “wanted to have an artwork on the land.”73 
After several site visits, Knowles and margulies agreed to place 
two House structures on a lawn on the co-op’s premises located at 
315 8th Avenue, facing 26th street.74

Knowles was also helped in her endeavor by architect William 
n. breger, the chairman of the school of Architectural design at 
pratt institute from 1946-1969, who was most well-known for his 
award-winning design for the undulating metallic façade of the 
tribeca synagogue, which was completed in 1967.75 breger had 
trained at harvard with former bauhaus architect, Walter gropius, 
and applied modernist sensibilities to his organic and curvilinear 
designs.76 Around the time that breger collaborated with Knowles, 
he was at the height of his career and reputation as an innova-
tive new york architect. breger helped Knowles to materialize 

68. “the house of dust” was a digital poem composed by Knowles and programmed 
in FortrAn by tenney, processed by a mainframe computer at brooklyn polytechnic 
institute. FortrAn was the acronym (for “Formula trAnslating” system) for an ibm 
computer program invented in 1957, which had been used previously for numerical 
weather prediction, finite element analysis, and fluid dynamics. the repeated 
refrain of Knowles’ poem read: “A house of…” followed by the materials, locations, 
lighting, and inhabitants of the imagined house in a series of repeatable quatrains. 
in 1968, Knowles won a guggenheim memorial Foundation Fellowship to transform 
one quatrain of the original electronic poem into a large outdoor sculpture, which 
eventually become the structure that was situated at penn south. it read: “A house 
of plastic / in a metropolis / using natural light / inhabited by people from all Walks 
of life.” nicole l. Woods, “object/poems: Alison Knowles’s Feminist Archite(x)ture,” 
X-TRA 15, no. 1 (2012), 15–16. Available via http://x-traonline.org/article/objectpoems-
alison-knowless-feminist-architexure/.
69. Alison Knowles referred to the House of Dust project as “performance and 
intermedia” with “participation as an element.” Alison Knowles, in conversation 
with charles morrow, “A dialogue: the house of dust,” New Wilderness Letter 2, no. 
8 (spring 1980), 22.
70. After new york, two House of Dust structures were transported to the campus of 
calArts, in Valencia, c.A., where they remained throughout the 1970s, and where 
“they had a very fine existence … [on] an acre of green meadow and a host of events 
centered there.” Alison Knowles, in conversation with charles morrow, 24.
71. Alison Knowles, letter to doris Freedman, July 8, 1968, Alison Knowles Archives.
72. the city acquired the neglected property on the corner of 10th Avenue and West 
22nd street in 1965 for the purposes of constructing a public park. the playground 
opened on november 22, 1968, and was named the clement clarke moore park in 
1969. “clement clarke moore park,” nyc parks Website. https://www.nycgovparks.
org/parks/clement-clarke-moore-park/history.
73. located in chelsea between 8th and 9th Avenues and West 23rd and 29th streets, 
and funded by the international ladies garment Workers union (ilgWu), penn south 
(also known as ilgWu cooperative houses or the mutual redevelopment houses) 
was constructed between 1957 and 1962 as a limited-equity cooperative intended 
to provide affordable housing for garment workers and other low-to-moderate 
income new yorkers. construction began in 1957, and the 1962 dedication ceremony 
was attended by eleanor roosevelt, nelson A. rockefeller, ilgWu president david 
dubinsky, robert moses, and John F. Kennedy. to this day, penn south survives as an 
affordable housing option with prices at well below market rate. see sarah rodriguez, 
“penn south: 50 years of Affordable housing,” Highlights, ilgWu cooperative 
housing, the Kheel center ilgWu collection, cornell university ilr school, 
http://ilgwu.ilr.cornell.edu/announcements/onelongAnnouncementFromdb.
html?announcementid=16.
74. margulies confirms block 749, lot #1, and states that is at 315 8th Avenue, facing 
26th street. henry margulies, letter to John t. o’neill, commissioner of the buildings 
department of new york, April 23, 1969. this address conflicts with the address 
given in some of the documents in Knowles’ archives, but is the address i adopt as it 
appears in the official application forms dated may 6, 1969. 
75. prior to his death in 1967, Knowles’ father, edwin b. Knowles, former professor of 
english and dean of the school of general studies at pratt institute, had introduced 
his daughter to breger. see “William n. breger, Architect, educator” Prabook, http://
prabook.org/web/person-view.html?profileid=605510; and “dr. e. b. Knowles,” The 
East Hampton Star, obituaries, may 25, 1967: 2.
76. breger was a specialist in designing healthcare facilities, as well as the unrealized, 
helix-shaped daitch-shopwell supermarket, that he was commissioned to build 
in 1959. david W. dunlap, “Architect once envisioned a guggenheim of groceries,” 
New York Times, march 11, 2015, http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/03/11/
architect-once-envisioned-a-guggenheim-of-groceries/?_r=0.

the smaller of the two proposed House structures with a wooden 
curved armature into which concrete was poured to serve as the 
outer shell.77 he spent eight months assisting her in the develop-
ment stages and was successful in getting the blueprints accepted 
by the new york city department of buildings to secure a permit 
to locate the work on penn south’s property.78 on January 21, 
1969, the “abstract rock-type play sculpture” was approved by the 
penn south board.79 

in her guggenheim grant application, Knowles explained that 
the structure would “be constantly in a state of flux” with “teams 
of people and individuals [working] … during the duration of the 
performance.”80 An article in the march 1969 issue of the co-op’s 
paper, The Penn South News, even proclaimed: “this promises to 
be a true penn south happening!”81 however, the actual structure 
that was eventually placed on the penn south lawn turned out 
to be different from what was initially planned. While Knowles 
had originally intended to place two structures at penn south, 
in the end, only one was realized.82 she designed plaster models 
by hand, and the george Krier company of philadelphia cast the 
smaller of the two in fiberglass.83 When it was finally installed in 
early october 1969, the oblong, “amoeba-shaped house” with 
a grayish color and a rough limestone texture, was poised like a 
mound on the grass, with a circular entrance at one end and a 
circular skylight on the roof at the other end.84

Knowles commissioned experimental composer and artist max 
neuhaus to create a sound piece for the interior of the structure, 
which turned on automatically when one entered the space and 
operated using thermal circuits sensitive to sunlight to transform 
heat into sound for those sitting inside.85 the sound equipment 
was installed in the structure’s interior within pink bubble “electric 
eyes” set into the wall, but at some point during the sculpture’s 
first month at penn south, a vandal gouged them out, rendering 
them non-functional.86 once the object was placed on the lawn, 
Knowles set about collecting objects made by children in local 
public school art classes and adhering them to its fiberglass sur-
face. their placement was predetermined by a computer program 
designed by Jef raskin.87 describing this interactive element of 
the work, a march 1969 issue of the Penn South News announced: 
[the] finishing touches will be a joint effort for cooperators of all 
ages. […] All will be invited to place their special objects on the 
sculpture as a permanent decoration and thus actually take part 
in the making of this art object.88

in the end, only a few objects were added, and this process was 
never completed. even so, Knowles’ concept of a “play sculpture” 
was aligned with a broader interest in experimental playground 
designs (or “playscapes”) in the 1960s and 1970s, influenced by 
new pedagogical models that were aimed at fostering children’s 
creativity.89 As early as the 1950s, artists began to create “play 
sculptures,” objects that renounced traditional play equipment in 
favor of sculpture for creative use by children.90  According to cura-
tor and city planner gabriela burkhalter, the 1960s was a period 
of “autonomy and do-it-yourself parents, [in which] children 
and neighborhood groups began to take charge of playgrounds 

77. on the architectural plans, breger is credited as “architect” and Knowles as 
“designer.” plans, Alison Knowles Archives.
78. part of the problem was that it lacked a clear designation. Knowles states: “the 
whole previous year i’d been struggling with the building department. they gave 
it a terrible time because it lacked a category. […] it wasn’t open enough to be a 
sculpture. they arrived at a new category.” Alison Knowles, in conversation with 
charles morrow, 16.
79. “bldg. 4 petitions Against sculpture,” Penn South News 2, no. 6 (may 1969).
80. Alison Knowles, “the changing environment park or the chance house 
performance,” undated (ca. 1968). Alison Knowles Archives.
81. ibid.
82. two structures were eventually placed on the calArts campus.
83. Alison Knowles, “the house of dust: A chronicle,” New Wilderness Letter 2, no. 8 
(spring 1980), 17.
84. oral history interview with Alison Knowles, 2010 June 1–2, Archives of American 
Art, smithsonian institution. http://www.aaa.si.edu/collections/interviews/oral-
history-interview-alison-knowles-15822. Knowles also describes the skylight: “there 
was an area in the back under the skylight (one can view the moon) where conceivably 
one could hide.” Knowles, “the house of dust: A chronicle,” 21.
85. Knowles, “the house of dust: A chronicle,” 17. Although Knowles does not state 
this, resident gladys Washburn explains that the sound turned on when one entered 
the space and sounded like “soft music.” gladys Washburn, interview with the author, 
new york city, may 20, 2016.
86. Chelsea Clinton News, october 23, 1969: 3.
87. Knowles, “the house of dust: A chronicle,” 18. resident gladys Washburn states 
that the piece was “unfinished.” gladys Washburn, interview with the author, new 
york city, may 20, 2016. see also description of the piece from Chelsea Clinton News, 
ibid.
88. “play sculpture Approved; other recreation plans set,” Penn South News 2, no. 5 
(march 1969).
89. Allison meier, “the Forgotten Artistic playgrounds of the 20th century,” 
Hyperallergic, may 6, 2016, http://hyperallergic.com/295172/the-forgotten-artistic-
playgrounds-of-the-20th-century.
90. marie Warsh, email correspondence with the author, June 1, 2016.

the house of pedagogy — fig. 4 gathering outside the house at calArts. 
image courtesy of Alison Knowles and James Fuentes, ny.

a house of dust… inhabited by american indians - fig. 2 Alison Knowles, The House of Dust (poem with gift objects).
image courtesy of Alison Knowles and James Fuentes, ny.



themselves.”91 the result was an increased interest in interactive 
abstract structures and playground designs in new york city; 
some of these were actually realized on public playgrounds and 
the grounds of housing projects.92 hence, “abstract playground 
sculptures fit the mood of the age,”93 and Knowles’ interest in pla-
cing a play sculpture on the grounds of a housing complex can be 
considered part of the wider zeitgeist of interest in experimental 
playscapes and sculptures of the time.94 

despite the seeming benevolence of these types of experimental 
play structures, a faction of penn south residents did not embrace 
Knowles’ piece. The Penn South News charted the logistics of the 
work’s placement on the property and the growing resistance to 
it by a group of cooperators in building 4 overlooking the lawn 
where it was to be placed in the spring and summer leading up 
to its installation in early october 1969.95 (Fig. 1) in march, the 
publication announced that a “free-form molded play sculpture 
will shortly be erected;” “play sculpture” was “thoroughly dis-
cussed by the board of directors and the recreation committee” 
and was approved, although some members of the board voted 
against the plan “perhaps reflecting opposition by some building 
4 cooperators who are concerned that they might be disturbed 
by the noise.” 96 in may, another Penn South News article informed 
readers that a petition signed by 125 cooperators from building 
4 opposed the construction of the play sculpture and the board 
thus agreed that the recreation sub-committee would meet with 
the house committee members of building 4. that meeting was 
held on may 20th, and margulies and Knowles were also present to 
try to persuade building 4 cooperators of their position. however, 
according to Knowles, they were intractable.97 

the cooperators’ petition against the piece underscored noise 
concerns, weakened security (that it “might lend itself to hooliga-
nism during the late evening hours”), and that the play structure 
would not be used by children because of its remote location.98 
At the may 20th meeting, the recreation sub-committee was asked 
to consider possible alternate sites for the sculpture to be placed, 
however it appears that no suitable alternate site was determined, 
and the sculpture was slated for installation. henry margulies, the 
co-op manager and Knowles’ ally, died unexpectedly of a heart 
attack on september 10, 1969, and the sculpture was installed a 
few weeks later in early october.99 on october 2, Knowles had a 

91. gabriela burkhalter, The Playground Project (Zurich: Jrp/ringier, 2016), in meier.
92. largely influenced by isamu noguchi’s playground designs of the 1930s and 1940s 
(especially in his organic, modeled forms), designer richard dattner and landscape 
architect m. paul Friedberg designed experimental playgrounds in new york city, 
for instance at the Jacob riis houses in the east Village and carver houses in 
harlem. meier, “the Forgotten Artistic playgrounds of the 20th century.” see also the 
forthcoming book by marie Warsh, The Adventure-style Playgrounds in Central Park: 
History, Play, and Preservation (baton rouge, l.A.: louisiana state university press, 
Fall 2017).
93. gabriela burkhalter, The Playground Project, quoted in meier.
94. marie Warsh, email correspondence with the author, June 1, 2016. perhaps 
Knowles’ interest in creating a play structure came about in part from having two 
children, twins Jessica and hannah, who were five years old in 1969.
95. According to Knowles, the main opposition came from a group of greek-American 
immigrants living in building 4, who began to picket the structure on the lot where it 
was located. see oral history interview with Alison Knowles.
96. “play sculpture Approved; other recreation plans set,” Penn South News 2, no. 5 
(march 1969).
97. Knowles states: “i tried once to go over there and talk to this group at the coop. 
it was impossible, such rage! i decided to just go on with my work imbedding objects 
that i’d been collecting.” Alison Knowles, in conversation with charles morrow, 21.
98. “play sculpture site may be changed” Penn South News 2, no. 7 (June 1969).
99. margulies’ New York Times obituary confirms the date of his death as september 
10, 1969. see “henry margulies housing manager,” obituaries, New York Times (sept. 
11, 1969): 47. http://nyti.ms/29d8btq.
it is important to highlight the date of margulies’ death because Knowles has 
consistently stated that he died after the sculpture was installed in october, when 
in actuality he died several weeks prior. see for instance her comments in The New 
Wilderness Letter (1980): “henry margulies died a week after its arrival, which triggered 
the attempted destruction of the house by fire.” Alison Knowles, in conversation 
with charles morrow, 24. on one occasion, she implied that he died the day after the 
fire: “… i got a call that the house had been arsened [sic] … the following day henry 
margolies [sic] was seized with a heart attack and died.” Alison Knowles, “adventures 

personal letter delivered to residents in building 4, stating:
it is my pleasure to announce the arrival of The House of Dust 

sculpture project in the coop… this plot on 26th street is ideal 
and was my first choice. For those of you who are not pleased 
to have the sculptures on this plot i’m happy to say they can be 
moved without much trouble. We will find a new location within 
the coop, and move them. eventually they will be moved out 
altogether… it is you people in house 4 who have the greatest 
opportunity to enjoy this work. And i hope you will.100

Following its installation, the october issue of the Penn South 
News stated, “there is a new landmark on West 26th street. A 
play sculpture was placed there this month, as originally plan-
ned, pending final action on a site by the board of directors.”101 
While  the board had tasked the recreation sub-committee to 
survey the grounds for a more appropriate site, the “first part of 
the play sculpture was ready for delivery before the survey was 
completed” and according to the article was “already being used 
by many children.”102 While Knowles has suggested that opposition 
followed directly after margulies’ death, the records indicate that 
the opposition had been strong from the start and that margulies 
had passed away well in advance of the sculpture’s arrival.103

on october 7, one resident in particular, the apparent leader 
of the building 4 opposition group, a mrs. sidney m. levey of Apt. 
5-J in building 4 wrote a letter to the management stating: “may i 
suggest for sAFety reAsons this be removed… it is a refuge and 
hiding place for muggers and other unsavory characters who are 
using it as a springboard for molesting tenants of our building 
who have occasion to come home after dark.”104 on october 14, 
the board of directors met again and rescinded their support of 
the work, asking Knowles to remove it from penn south’s grounds 
since they could not find any other location for it without opposi-
tion.105 two days later, on the evening of thursday, october 16, the 
object was torched.106 A Chelsea Clinton News article dated october 
23 stated that firemen found evidence of arson.107 Knowles was 
called by police on the night of the fire, and was anonymously sent 
color photographs of the blaze, presumably taken by someone 
in building 4, a few days later. on october 22, she had the burnt 
object collected and transported to philadelphia for repairs.108

According to art historian nicole Woods, Knowles’s intention 
to promote interactivity and participation was not achieved 
until the structures arrived on the calArts campus, where they 
were shipped after the fire and enjoyed a relatively successful 
tenure as interactive artworks. however, according to first-hand 
testimony, despite its limited run, The House of Dust structure did 
engender participation at penn south, which is ironically what 

of the house of dust,” unpublished text, Alison Knowles archives.
100. Alison Knowles, letter to house 4, october 2, 1969. Alison Knowles Archives.
101. “bldg. 4 opposes play sculpture,” Penn South News (october 1969).
102. ibid.
103. see handwritten note by Alison Knowles on press clippings: “oct. penn south 
article, open opposition followed directly after margulies death,” Alison Knowles 
archives.
104. leah levey, letter to penn south management, october 7, 1969. Alison Knowles 
Archives.
105. “sculpture is burned on penn south lawn,” Chelsea Clinton News, october 23, 
1969: 3.
106. ominously, Knowles stated “there is no fire hazard” in her 1968 grant application. 
Alison Knowles, “the changing environment park or the chance house performance,” 
undated (ca. 1968), Alison Knowles Archives.
107. According to Knowles and resident gladys Washburn, who had filmed the object 
out of personal interest, the culprit was probably penn south’s head gardener. 
According to Knowles, residents of building 4 bribed him to torch it but according to 
Washburn, he may have taken action on his own, as he “hated anything on his lawn.” 
gladys Washburn, interview with the author, new york city, may 20, 2016. Washburn 
notes that someone in building 4 had given her their film recording of the fire, but 
she has since lost it. Knowles also notes that an anonymous source mailed color 
photographs of the fire to her. see nicole Woods, “objects / poems: Alison Knowles’ 
Feminist Archite(x)ture” X-TRA 15, no. 1 (2012): 37.
108. “Fire damages play sculpture” Penn South News (november 1969).

may have contributed to its unpopularity among residents.109 
during its brief two weeks at penn south, one resident, a pho-
tographer and filmmaker named gladys Washburn of building 
3, was curious enough about the project to film the work and 
interview Knowles about it for a documentary film that she never 
finished.110 

Washburn states that she witnessed several young people and 
children engaging with the work. on one occasion she came 
across a young man lounging inside listening to neuhaus’ sound 
piece. “he was nesting; it was so beautiful,” she explains.111 
According to Washburn, the object attracted local youths from 
the nearby housing projects, many of them people of color, 
which she suggests may have been the real reason that some 
penn south residents were so concerned about “muggers.”112 
Washburn also points out that the cooperators at penn south 
expect to be consulted on all decisions made regarding the 
property, and the fact that the decision to accept the piece had 
been approved by the board without involving residents from 
the beginning probably led to resentment on the part of the coo-
perators of building 4.113 From the way the situation was handled, 
Washburn believes Knowles “should have known it was going to 
be destroyed.”114

in fact, public art projects have a history of provoking tensions 
with the members of the local communities where they are 
located, as confirmed by harriet senie and miwon Kwon in their 
discussions of the controversy and eventual removal of richard 
serra’s Tilted Arc (1981-1989).115 the complaints that were lodged 
against Tilted Arc were similar to those directed at The House of 
Dust at penn south: namely that it was imposed on the commu-
nity without prior consultation, that it invited vandalism, and that 
it provided a haven for criminals.116 both works were also criticized 
aesthetically.117 the type of public art that Knowles attempted to 
realize in the 1960s with The House of Dust was rather unusual. 
According to senie and Kwon, what was more common during that 
period was what has been referred to as “plop art”—large abs-
tract sculptures in urban plazas in front of corporate buildings.118 
notably, Knowles seems to have anticipated a kind of public art 
that Kwon refers to as “community collaborations,” which Kwon 
argues did not even emerge until the late 1980s and 1990s.119 she 
also points out that there is a demand on public art to demons-
trate the artist’s capacity to “become one with the community” 
and to “empower” audiences.120 however, these requirements are 
specious, she argues. she suggests that while complex, difficult, 
and even alienating, the potency of public art projects like Tilted 
Arc—and i would argue, of The House of Dust at penn south—lies 
in their ability to “critically question rather than promote the 
fantasies of public space as a unified totality without conflicts or 
difference.”121 

109. Woods, 18. 
110. According to Washburn, Knowles was not friendly to her throughout the filming 
process. At one point, Knowles informed her that “her husband” did not like how 
Washburn was making the film. Feeling that the artist was not interested in her film, 
she believes she probably discarded of it as well as the photographs of the fire another 
resident had given her. Author interview with Washburn, new york city, may 20, 2016.
111. ibid.
112. gladys Washburn, telephone conversation with the author, may 24, 2016.
113. ibid.
114. gladys Washburn, interview with the author, new york city, may 20, 2016.
115. see miwon Kwon, One Place After Another: Site-Specific Art and Locational Identity 
(cambridge, mass: mit press, 2002); and harriet senie, The Tilted Arc Controversy: 
Dangerous Precedent? (minneapolis, mn: university of minnesota press, 2002).
116. Kwon, 81, 91; and senie, 14, 30, 47–48.
117. Knowles has suggested that it was the House of Dust’s visual appearance that 
may have perturbed the residents of building 4. “Alison Knowles, in conversation with 
charles morrow: 21; see also senie, 45.
118. Kwon, 60; senie, 5.
119. Kwon, 60.
120. Kwon, 95, 97.
121. ibid., 79-80.

a house of dust… inhabited by american indians - fig. 3 Alison Knowles, event at The House of Dust, calArts.
image courtesy of Alison Knowles and James Fuentes, ny.



the artistic antagonism Kwon alludes to here is paralleled in 
claire bishop’s championing of participatory and socially-engaged 
art of the 1990s and 2000s that causes “discomfort and frustration 
… [as] crucial elements of the work’s aesthetic impact.”122 in parti-
cular, she praises contemporary swiss artist, thomas hirschhorn’s 
Monuments series, rambling make-shift structure/monuments 
dedicated to different european philosophers (including spinoza, 
bataille, delueze, and gramsci) and intended to provide platforms 
for community involvement and engagement, often in low-income 
or immigrant communities.123 in many ways, Knowles’ The House of 
Dust at penn south could be seen as a precedent of hirschhorn’s 
Monuments series, the most recent of which, Gramsci Monument, 
was installed in the summer of 2013 at the Forest housing project 
in the bronx.124 While the Monuments series—particularly its ear-
lier iterations in Avignon, France (Deleuze Monument, 2000), and 
Kassel, germany (Bataille Monument, 2002)—has been denounced 

as “inappropriate and patronizing,” bishop defends hirschhorn’s 
“rougher, more disruptive approach” and refusal to embrace the 
“feel good” social harmony of relational aesthetics, in order to 
expose the relational antagonism present in the social sphere.125 

in any case, there are some very strong parallels between 
Knowles’s The House of Dust at penn south and hirschhorn’s 
Gramsci Monument. First, both were socially-engaged public art 
structures situated on the grounds of large housing complexes, 
though inhabited by different communities. penn south is a 
middle-class cooperative populated by largely white and Jewish 
residents, and the Forest houses is a low-income housing project 
with a largely black and hispanic population. next, both projects 
shared in the fraught dynamics of an elitist and privileged outsider 
(an artist!) swooping in to make work in communities that were 
not their own, though the gender, class, and race issues they rai-
sed varied in the two cases. both artists attempted community 
outreach, and both also spent a long time laying the groundwork 
for the installation of their respective pieces.126 Knowles and 
hirschhorn also collaborated with architects to realize their plans 
and relied on an on-site point person to liaise with the community. 
in Knowles’ case, this was henry margulies, while in hirschhorn’s 
case it was erik Farmer, president of the Forest houses resident 
Association.127

however, the projects diverge in their relationships to the 
residents of their respective sites. While hirschhorn was able to 
create close relationships with locals in his project by hiring them 
to construct and staff the structure throughout its three-month 
run, Knowles, despite her intentions, had largely failed to engage 
residents in the planning and constructing phases of hers. After 
“plopping” the object in their backyard, residents of penn south 
were expected to “engage with it” without having any involvement 
in the process along the way.128 in fact, while both artists received 
institutional support for their projects—Knowles was awarded the 
aforementioned guggenheim grant, while hirschhorn received 
a commission from dia Art Foundation—the latter was able to 
temporarily employ almost fifty residents of the Forest houses to 
construct, operate, and later dismantle the monument, while the 
former lacked the financial resources that would have engaged 

122. claire bishop, “the social turn: collaboration and its discontents,” Artforum 44, 
no. 6 (February 2006): 181. similarly, in discussing Tilted Arc, Kwon writes that serra 
imagined the site of his public artwork as a social and political construct, and he 
created an “antagonistic [relationship between art work and its site] … in which art 
work performs a proactive interrogation.” Kwon, 74.
123. see luisa Valle, “object lesson: thomas hirschhorn’s Gramsci Monument 
negotiating monumentality with instability and everyday life,” Buildings and 
Landscapes 22, no. 2 (Fall 2015), 18–35; and Thomas Hirschhorn: Gramsci Monument 
(london: dia Art Foundation, 2015).
124. composed of precarious materials like plywood and duct tape, the makeshift 
structure contained a newspaper office, a library, a radio station, a computer room, a 
“museum,” a snack bar, a pool, an arts and crafts classroom, and a stage, all intended 
for use by and for local residents and “outsiders” alike, especially for discourse 
related to gramsci’s ideas. the Forest houses is a federally-funded, low-income 
housing project, a “tower-in the-park” corbusier-inspired complex, completed in 
1956 (one year before construction was started on penn south). it is located in the 
morrisania section of the bronx, considered one of the poorest areas of the city. see 
Valle, 18–19, 22–23.
125. claire bishop, “Antagonism and relational Aesthetics,” October 110 (Fall 2004): 
77, 79.
126. Knowles spent one year getting the correct permissions from the new york 
city department of buildings and coordinating with architect William n. breger and 
building manager henry margulies. hirschhorn spent two years doing fieldwork study 
and visiting 46 different public housing sites and meeting with their residents. Valle, 
20.
127. Knowles collaborated with breger, and hirschhorn worked with spivak 
Architects. ibid.
128. hirschhorn is well known for the long planning process involved in all of his 
Monuments series. he has lengthy periods of community engagement at all levels 
“discussions with the community not only helped to determine the location for 
the Gramsci Monument but also helped to develop its structure.” hirschhorn claims 
“unshared authorship” of his monuments (rather than collective authorship), but also 
acknowledges that he is not the only author. ibid., 20, 26.

residents in this way.129 lastly, both artists made a commitment 
to being on-site throughout the duration of the work’s tenure to 
engage with visitors, though it is unclear if Knowles actually did 
this.130 

ultimately, the outcome of these two similar projects was very 
different. despite some opposition, hirschhorn’s project was 
largely seen as a success, especially in comparison with previous 
iterations in europe that had resulted in violence and vandalism, 
while Knowles’ was viewed as a failure .131 yet, i would like to sug-
gest an alternate reading of the work. today, in light of the history 
of socially-engaged public art that has arisen in the forty-plus 
years since Knowles’ pioneering work, perhaps the House of Dust 
at penn south was not a complete flop, despite some residents’ 
resistance to it. For example, by all accounts, local children and 
youths did engage with the object, though to what extent is 
unknown.

As Kwon argues, public art should not “reassure the viewer with 
an easily shared idea,” but rather should “unsettle perceptions.”132 
While the members of the Forest houses community very likely felt 
“affirmatively pictured and validated” by the Gramsci Monument, 
hirschhorn seemed to avoid trying to “empower” them in favor 
of simply engaging them in discourse.133 Knowles’ project lacked 
the on-the-ground organization, cooperation, and integration of 
the local community that hirschhorn achieved with the Gramsci 
Monument, after having honed his operation over many years. yet, 
while Knowles may been aiming to engender “identificatory unity” 
that “affirm[s] rather than disturb[s] the viewer’s sense of self,” in 
the end she achieved something much more akin to the antago-
nism that hirschhorn’s project achieved: an artwork that resisted 
any monolithic sense of unity in favor of varied experiences that 
could lead to friction and expression of opinions about shared 
outdoor space.134 perhaps, in the end, it wasn’t the friction that 
was the un-doing of Knowles’ The House of Dust at penn south, 
but rather the need for the artist to engage with the residents in a 
sustained conversation begun well before the art object is placed 
at the site. 

129. Knowles also often refers to “free labor” in her applications and descriptions. 
ibid., 20. 
130. hirschhorn maintained a daily presence at the Gramsci Monument and was 
constantly engaged with locals and visitors. ibid., 26. it is unclear how often Knowles 
was on-site during the two week run of her sculpture at penn south, though it was 
clearly a part of her original intentions. in her grant application, she wrote: “i will 
attend the site daily during the duration of the performance….” Alison Knowles, “the 
changing environment park or the chance house performance,” undated (ca. 1968), 
Alison Knowles Archives.
131. For instance, at the Deleuze Monument (2000) in Avignon, computers were stolen 
and a visitor was violently attacked. see Anna dezeuze, Thomas Hirschhorn: Deleuze 
Monument (london: Afterall books, 2014), 18–19. the only major controversy to arise 
at the Gramsci Monument was that some latino residents felt that the construction 
jobs were given disproportionately to African Americans. Valle, 28–29.
132. Kwon, 96.
133. ibid., 95.
134. ibid., 97.

house of pedagogy - fig. 2 Alison Knowles, The House of Dust, 1970.
image courtesy of Alison Knowles and James Fuentes, ny.



tHe House of Dust by Alison knowles 
At theJAmes gAllery, the grAduAte center, cuny 
is supported by the French ministry oF culture 
And the French institute.

this proJect is pArt oF Art by trAnslAtion
internAtionAl reseArch progrAm in Art And curAtoriAl 
prActices directed by mAud JAcQuin And sébAstien pluot. 
esbA tAlm Angers – ensA pAris / cergy – cneAi, pAntin
—

pARtneRS

new york, usA
—
the JAmes gAllery, the grAduAte center, city uniVersity 
oF neW yorK 
bArnArd college
emily hArVey FoundAtion

los Angeles, usA
—
cAliForniA institute oF the Arts (cAlArts)

montreAl, cAnADA
—
dArling Foundry 
mcgill uniVersity 
cAnAdiAn center For Art And Architecture (ccA)

frAnce
—
cneAi, pAntin
cAc, lA gAlerie, noisy-le-sec
ensApc, pAris cergy
esbA tAlm
école nAtionAle supérieure 
d’Architecture de nAntes
cArré d’Art de nîmes
école nAtionAle supérieure 
de lA photogrAphie d’Arles

lisbonne, portugAl
—
Air 351

genoA, itAly
—
museo d’Arte contemporAneA di VillA croce

speciAl thAnKs to Alison KnoWles, hAnnAh higgins, 
JessicA higgins, JoshuA selmAn, JAmes Fuentes, JuliA 
robinson, christiAn XAtrec, normAn c. KAplAn, irene 
lotspeich-phillips, Jenny tobiAs, dorothee chArles, 
christopher loWery, mArK bloch, todd Alden, simone 
Forti, michAel bell, glAdys WAshburn, WillArd VAn de 
bogArt, dAVid eisenmAn, JeFFrey perKins, gAlerie FricKe, 
cAlVin miceli-nelson, getty reseArch institute, KiAsmA 
museum oF contemporAry Art, museum oF modern Art, 
luX, simon preston, murrAy guy And internAtionAl print 
center neW yorK.

exHibition curAtors
KAtherine cArl, mAud JAcQuin, sébAstien pluot 

JAmes gAllery exHibitions coorDinAtor
JenniFer WilKinson

grADuAte progrAms orgAnizers
dAisy Atterbury, iris cushing, eliZAbeth donAto, 
christopher green, AleXei grinenKo, Joseph henry, debrA 
lennArd, bess roWen, hAllie scott, KAegAn spArKs, rAchel 
VAlinsKy, iAn WAllAce.

exHibition fAbricAtion
lAnning smith

Design
dieudonné cArtier

the JAmeS GAlleRy
—
the GRAdUAte centeR, cUny
365 FiFth AvenUe betWeen 34th And 35th StReetS
neW yoRk, ny 10016
—
hoURS: tUeSdAy — thURSdAy noon–7pm,
FRidAy–SAtURdAy noon–6pm

Http://www.centerfortHeHumAnities.org/JAmes-gAllery

off-site, Art by trAnslAtion progrAms

Fri oct 21, 10Am-7pm, bArnArd college / columbiA uniVersity
—
QUESTIONING THE “TELEPATHIC IMPULSE” 
AleXAnder Alberro, columbiA uniVersity; emily Apter, 
neW yorK uniVersity; dAVid Joselit, the grAduAte center, 
cuny; JuliA robinson, neW yorK uniVersity; peter trAcey 
connor, bArnArd college; sébAstien pluot, Art by 
trAnslAtion esbA tAlm; briAn o’KeeFFe, bArnArd college.

sAt oct 22, 5-11pm, the emily hArVey FoundAtion
—
5pm > booK lAunch 
ART BY TELEPHONE RECALLED, ed. miX.
A TRANSLATION FROM ONE LANGUAGE TO ANOTHER, 
ed. les presses du réel .
COMMAND -X / INSTRUMENTALIzED, 
the Vinyl lp by nicholAs Knight.

6pm > mArK geFFriAud, TOAST 

7pm > A constructed World, HOW TO EXPLAIN CONTEMPORARY 
ART TO LIVE EELS

off-site, relAteD exHibition

A FEAST OF ASTONISHMENTS: CHARLOTTE MOORMAN AND THE
AVANT-GARDE, 1960S–1980S,
on VieW At the grey Art gAllery, neW yorK uniVersity
september 8–december 10, 2016.

the Amie And tony JAmes gAllery brings Artists And 
scholArs into public diAlogue on topics oF mutuAl 
concern. locAted in midtoWn mAnhAttAn At the neXus oF 
the AcAdemy, contemporAry Art, And the city, the gAllery 
is dedicAted to eXhibitions As A Form oF AdVAnced reseArch 
embedded in the scholArly WorK oF the grAduAte center 
Across multiple disciplines. the gAllery creAtes And 
presents ArtWorK to the public in A VAriety oF FormAts. 
While some eXhibitions remAin on VieW For eXtended 
contemplAtion, other ActiVities such As perFormAnces, 
WorKshops, reAding groups, roundtAble discussion, 
sAlons And screenings hAVe A short durAtion. the 
gAllery WorKs With scholArs, students, Artists And the 
public to eXplore WorKing methods thAt mAy lie outside 
usuAl disciplinAry boundAries.
 
the center For humAnities encourAges collAborAtiVe 
And creAtiVe WorK in the humAnities At cuny And in the 
intellectuAl communities it serVes through seminArs, 
conFerences, publicAtions And eXhibitions thAt inspire 
sustAined And engAged conVersAtion And chAnge inside 
And outside the AcAdemy.


